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ax4 vendOr during his 10 days_ busine.ss Xnstead -of using
. -ve

-

. ----hlack axis- red i k,, let. us-- use ;.p0a,itiVe niimbegs to represent :Aro -ttPI

..
V

_ S... i . _- . .
'. e - :, 1

11 And naegativp nuiibersforioses tThen let us write two c.cflumnsi- -.

k_.

one :for ,t4e- deseriptiOn -of- his business activities_and th other
_ gi

_ .

arithmetiCa Of computing is, met incomepv_er. tw6-da per-.

Business

on-: Profit of 7
-

Tues. : Profit of $5

1.

. Wed. : prof it of $6
Thurs. : Los of $ 4

. -

tire tFouble
, t

1,025 of
another tire

Profit'of $4

-Sun..: Day- of rest

,Loss of (cold kay)

Arithmet

r

+ 5 =- 12, net

f.

- a. -

net inccre.

-



These, ac co

the ...sum= of two

fiegatives; and.

prefer to thin
soon you will 1

ferencre to su

vencrpr-, gain or

With this

hould dec

.

illustrate every. pos.sible suit of zeal
4

ositivepi of a_ pobitive -and a negatiVes

numbers:
. .

wo.

inVolvirig O. "Although at -first
f positives and negatives as gains-- and_ losses,

egin. to t add -1111Mbera themdefve
.

S. hout-re-
,

an iflustration By the way, ,how-tmuch did the

lose duringhis ,10-days in ,busineseii_
,e 5illus tration of gains-and. losses as guide,

W to cromplete thei. fpllowing:

4

ou

nt

-1) - ,4:

daSe you were in any doubt, u -reso ye, the question?

How did you think ab
J =

4

erdises
l.- If the

gOing,
some

. addit

la._
gains and losses. example has not made Lear how, we ar

o .use real numbegs in additi Jou should wolqf out-,

o 'Ole problems %be low. If °CD have a: clear ideb. about
A

1

you shd'uld n pr-oblem 2;

bald team lost -yards on the t play and gained

de the se\cond -play.4A What was , the net a ge on the



. .7
plays ?,

9 nliaid-Jim_the
54 Al' owed

wed, but scolleoteth
the net , result-7bl' John's

.

. A4
SuppoSe w9- a ree that years Ar.D-. are _represented by

_; 0 _

positive numbers and years- ts)y umberev n.-negatt number

In was born in 450/2B.C. and B was torn 1:00i

years later, in what ytax# Was B born?

Jf
=

was born in.l 50 B.C. -and D ;.'wag bor

years- earlier,_. in wtiat year:was ,D barn?

if I E was born. in 350. B.C.. and F was 150 year
earii was F torn?
If G was born in 240 A.D. and H as to

atyears arlier,5 when. was H born?'
I .

If a thermometer registers 7 'degrees and` -'the tempera7

ure rise_ 10 degreesi what does the thermometer then
regi- te1,? :.What,=., if the

instead

,2=A t-ain stock- avitet price. gained -two.'poiAts. one -day,
=

gip-

temperature had _risen 30 .degrees .

lost- .the next daY, lOst two points the third
day0 -What was its riet ohan e? .

Miss Jones lost 6 'pOuncts during the first week of her
ng lost 3;_pourids;the second week, gained 4 pounds

,

the .third weed = gained 5 .-p.oUnds the ,1 s ue el< What was



national debt ceiling was Oop.billions'an Congress

vot q to ncr*Aset ;debt ceiling

what was Ceiling?

Bebr ent North latitude wit South
- -;

latitude with negative:

city A -ig at 41° oath or A.

ere is ,B?

) E is, at. 1

is at 30° D is 10- north

Wherei j)?

ere is-

(4F) City N .and south o

Perform the indicated ope



Tell in your own words what' you do

find their .sum:

the two giVen numbers

JO 10 =7

In Which. parts

you added numbe

A- (-10

.problem 3 -dict .- you- -do the. addition Just ad.

in ariVhmetic,

5. =When one number was positive and -the other was _negative,

did you know whether the sum was positiVe of negative?

What could yOu' always say aboilt the sir when. both ,numbers were

negative.?

Would talking about the absolute valUes.Of these numbers be

t.

-

a- convenience in talking abdut how you add them? HOW would

it help? As an 6cample Write_ the sum M--(-10)

absolute value Signs:

Can the sum of two real numbers ev

-7) using

be--less than either one

I_4.on'e number is positive and the other:is negative, wfiat- do'

you do with the absolute' valUe of each of the numbers to get
% -_ _

. _

the absolute value of 'their -sum, As an example, mrite:the..

_sum_ -10 --7-using-abso14e-value signs.

The preceding exercises ave probably suggested:that-1

not be poss-ible to define addition of real numbers in. one simply
.sentence. If, however, you have thought carefully about the



- '47

'.you w 11 probably agree readily that all hat.. we do-

Deflniti&n: 'If ,and' b Axe-real numbers, we

sung a

If and 'b. are both'positive-orzero--

ls_their'sut as in_arithtette:

If. a "And b -Are7both-negative the sum the

negatiVe o the sum:of their. absolute valuew.

if one of a and b i positive or zero -and the

other is negative; the absblute value of their sum

isthe'dIfferenee of their abt:flute VajUes. !Then,

thesum _no- 0 it is positive orenegative

according as the:positive or the negative nUtli)

.the greater absolute value-4,

Examples v ,Both-'positive:

Both--negative:

positive,And7,
negative: (+9), -20 -(2t0-..,_

NegativebeCau e-k20=1 > 191,
(-9) A+20

-Positive becau

(2o - 9), =, 11

P 1201,

.Zero-,becAus'e C-91-: 19,

Remember that the Afference of two pc:al-negative numbers i the

larger) minus the smaller if they are different, and is zero 'lf

are.ttte pate .



ime you hav e used the S-Ymbols.t of-r-algebra enough. so

hit you May_ 7tind -convenient to summarize thy -abOve_Lin. he:
a -

`:following form for- the _case..- I bl

are real numbers =,

if both are positive
if --both

i; one
re negative

ositive 0-

or zero, their- sum ti
. 4 -

their sum i
zero and one is'. negative,,

) if a id. potative,
their sum is

1 i-

i "a is -ilegative.-

Try to .write tht6-- -u thei-base la!
While -we shall find this derinitian'useful as a basis 'fdr

lter ideaS about ate: 'awl_ there is no reason why. you should not-_:-

fortable for .you -S.Then you are,
_

interested just 1 finding .a sum- two- real numberV. To- be -sure--

howeVer that y really 1_4ndei,Stan the-forMal:definition, try

- 4

use whatever viewpoint is most

the following exercises.

Exercises = lb

In each of the following fi,n the .stifTV; first according to the
k .

iethod you find most convenient:

s

definition, then by- whatever'



(g) 1-

(h) (-35) -65)

(i) 12 4 7

-(j) (-6) 4- 0

(k) 1
2

(1) 200 t (-2n)

Try to,write out'partp 1 and 11 of the definition of addition

In -terms- of -the- ymballS -this a:more-aompact

form?

Given the set K . (0, 2,-

ams-017-14irs of elements of K. Is K closed under the

operation of addition? (Review the meaning of closure of a

find the set S of all

set under an operation before you justify your answer.)

Is the set of all real numbers closed under the operation of-
.

addition?'

the set of a.41, negative real numbers closed undr addition?

Justify your answer.

In'the,course o-a. week the variations in mean temperature,fitm

the seasorral normal of 71 were -7, 2, -3, 0 9, 12, What

were the mean temperatures%each day. What is the sum of the

variations?

7. Which of the following are :rue sentences?

(a) (-4) . 4

(b) - 101) -1.5

3) 5 5 * (-3)

# ( -6)) 6 . '4 4,

13
zs



-5) 1_

,7) + -5)

(g)- 6 (_2)) (-6 ) +( 2

(1) + 7 .-- (-7)

For the following open sentences try to find a real number

which will make the sentence true:

(-a-) +-2

3 + y e

(c) a + 5 = 0

(a) b + (-7) =

) +- .2c

What is the sum of

(a) 4 and -4?

(b) --2 and -(-2)?

(c). and

(f),

Jig)

(h)

(1)

(j)

Y +

1
.44c
2-

Y

(3

(

+

3)

(-4)

(=2)

x) +

5

+

6

2

)

=

=

3

-1

(d) Formulate a general rule, for the sum of,a

10. I

-its opposite.

-I:4r and.

is known that x + ( and -5 are the same number, is

it then true that (x + (-2)) + 2 and'( -5) + 2 are the same

number? Why?

11. 'Translate the follbwing English Sentences into open sentences.

For example e% Bill spent 600 ors Tuesday And earned 400 on

Wednesday. He couldn't remember what happened on Monday, but

he had 30 left on Wednesday night. What did-he spend or

earn. on Monday?



This can be written

A stock prIce lost 3 points in the' morning, and by

evenin it'68 down a total of 7 points. What happened

to the stock during the afternoon?

After borroying $2 more_from'his brother end paying

back)1Jim4ound that he still owed his brother-

What was hisorlginal debt to his brother?

(c) At the end ofi.the year the,assets of a business jrm are

$101,343 and the liabilities are X113,509. What is the

balance?

(0 From a submai:-Er71-6 eiged 215. feet below the surface -a ,

ket As fired which riSe- 3-,000 feet. How far above

sea level does the roc -let go?

-*In all our work with numbers in earlier chapters we have

made Use'of the number line in representing facts 'about numbers.

Let. us now go back o the business., venture of the ice crea.rt vendor

-and illustrate his net incomes over successive too day periods:.

7 + 5 . 12

Wed. and Thur

0 .2 6

,6 (-4) . 2



- 0 -4

(.5). -10

You should recall, of course, that to,add a positive number'

we Move to the right on the number line. Now it should also be

clear that to add a negative number w _ move to thel_ert on the

number line. In what direction do we move to add 0 on the

number'line? This can be summarizedi

To determine the sum

at a and move I b I

Exercises - lcExercises

Which of the fso _lowing arF true sentences?

(a) 1-31 4

(b) -(-2) + 5 < 6-+ ( -4)

(a) -O <- 1-11

(d). 6 + -7) > 16 (-7)1

1-31 1-21 1(3)

(5 1) (-7)-; 4

a 4- b on,the rea number 1114';,.start

to the right, if b is pgsitive,

to the left, if b is negative.



Starting atk e point With coordinate.- move tgrfh 3
.

lee t -', ' leftF, . right the doordinateOfthe,

o _11g poin
.

Find.the greates of the numbers:

(-2) 2 t 1( 31 4- 12 ±

1.6 -2, Properties of Addi were careful to aescribe

4Mist t properties 'of addition:whw we dealt with the hUmbers

orarithriletic. Now that we have decided hoW to add real numbers,

we4Mant to erify that these

the\ real numbers gerlerall

add

ties of addition hold true for

We know that our _definition of additiontincludest the. usual

tion ornUmberd of arithmetic, but we also want to -be able to

add 'as simply as-we could before. Can We still add 1 numbers
A

in ay order and group them in any way to

-.other_worda_
2

do the commutative, aid associative. prOperties

suit our convenience'.

r
7

ddlt!ion still hold true? if we are able' to batisfy,Ourselves.
4.0

that these properties do carry

are assured that the structure

to the real,niambers then we

umbers is maintained as we

ove from the numbers of arith -ic to'the real numbers.

questions about multiplication will come up later.

Consider th..followirlg true entences:

(-5) (-2) = (r2) 4- (-5) 7 4- (-4) ,-4) A- 7,

(,6) (_6) . What do we do .t the sum (-



he se two the sate' number?

the sum,you -do ha sum
1.

i-e-ate-fhutbee

Do.theabove.7.sen:benips cover every possible case' of

real numbers? If not, supply examples of the, missing, oases,.%

P

By now you seethe point: The sum of any Stwo re

aTtheame--fOr either' order

'Commutative Property of Addition: For any,--

two real umbers a and b,

a 4- b'.,b + a.

NOW I t Should seen blear that the` sum -o nptbers is defined
ti

Without regard' to, shish of the num taken%firs But on ,

the number line where addition seems to depend on which number
I

the -CommUtative property is not so obvious.is taken first

*
compute the following pai'rs of sums

.(-9 7 ((-9), + 3);

+.2,_ S ((-5)-+ 2

(LP 4* 5)' + (-6) 4 (5 + (-6)).

What do yoU observe ajaout the results?



Associative Property of AdWiOn: FO/74any

eal!numbers a and

a +. b) 4- a = a 4-

011 the -a ociatiVe.and_comaktativ

told true in sqveAl instances it, is not aptoof

hold :true n every instance. A complete proof-of

can be given

real.. numbers

long.pr fs; especially of the associat -e pr p'erty, bequse

by applying the'precise definition of addition

to every possible case of the properties.
a-

ther-e are tan cases. We shall not take the Rime te) give

proofs, but perhaps may want to try the dine for the co

tIve property.

The associative proOerty.assures us that in asum-of three.
-

Peal numbers it doesn't matter which adjacent pair

it is Customary to drop the parentheses and leave such sums in

add first;

an unspecified form, such as 4

'Another property of addition, which is new for real numbers
, .

and on hat-we will find 'useful, is obtained frOm the definition

of -addi Fbr example; the definition'tells us that 4 (-10-

= 0; that (-4) -4) = 0. In general, ,the sum of a number

and its opposite is 0. We state this as the



a

4
't

Make up .severalexamPles to illustrate this a the preceding

property.

-To Complete our .list o baste properties of addition, con-

sider the. examples:

Sine (-5) =

(Verify this,.)

- 15

(Verify this

then (-7
Notice the since "4'+

+ ( -7)ax
-5 )" and "(1 )" are

names for the same number, we may add 5 to thiS numbe and obtsain

4 +'(-9) and "(-l) 4- 5" as names for the -same new number.

Do you see, the point?' Wo4call this the

AdditiOn Property of Equality. For any

.real numbers

then a +- c = b c.

Let us makeuse of these properties in some examples.



Notice that'it ls'auserul to

their sum_is.always O. In

E/ample)

v

Can you ess b s which make ,thi8 sentence true? If you
.

---dontt -S e -it easllyr could you z use properties of addition tc
,,:,

u- o iVes if po§sible

ritefact; we Could

(-12-16 4,-. -12),-

=

,=

=

(4

4

4-

± 12)

-p 12

,
0 ..

12) (Why?)

(Why )

Dete mine the truth set b the open sp: e

because

help? Let us see. If there is a number x making the, sentence

true (if the truth set is not empty), then.

Ix and -.2 are he game number.
I

Let-Usadd to this number; then by the addition property

equality we have

r

3%

7)
(Why did we add



number x ,make% tAe original sentence t o Makes this

new -sen ende true. Of this we are certainibecautJwe applied

propertied which hold true for, all real numbera., Make

13
the briginal.sentence true?, Yes because (- a -2..

Here we have hit upon a very i portant idea. We have shown

that if there is a x making the original sentence true,

then the oily number x can be The minute we check and

find that doe make the sentence' true, we have found the eme

and only'n-mb6 which belongs+ the truth set.

Example 3. Determine the truth set of

'5 + )

If there is a

40.+

number x such that the sentence is true, then

1
7

= 4- 0,
I

7 x.

If x 7., then

10the left §ide-is -5 =
.

4

the right side is x

7).Hence, the truth set

,.

14.
2



ampler and-3 illuStrate -a techniqUe that we Wi

-often-ipmahematits----Ye-app4y-general properties-of numbers:to
. _ e .

open sentences to-obtain- simPler,open sentences, and-then find.-

the truth'sets of the simpler sentences. They new truth sets.

'often are the, same-as those of the e-origirisal sentences, as was

the case in Examples 2 and 3.

Exercises 6 = 24

Tell why each onowing sentences

(Specify associative, commutative propert e

perty of .0, or addition property of opposite-

(a) 4 . 0 + 4

-(b) 7 ) + 5

(C) (7 + =7) +

(d) 1-11 A- 1 11 ) a ]:

_e.

addi__on.pro-

)

(f) (- 1 51) A- 64 6 +

Regroup' and reorder the folibwing ta--pbtain the sun in an

easy way:

ja) (- 7 + (-2

(b) 6_ + 7

253 + =0) (=84

(d) (-3) A= 8 A= 11 4. (-5)

(e) )

=1

12 +



7,7

w + 2) ÷ + (-3)
o

Find the truth set of each of the open sentences:.

(iUse the techAliale of Examples 2 and 3 wherever posit le.
(h) (-6

lb) (-l)

(c) (x +

(d) ( -2).

(g)
(h)

7

:2 = 4 x

(-3

+ x + ( 3) = x + (- -)

+.(-
)

-3) = 1- -,I + (_ 2)

ixi =

Wehave leaned heaVily on the fact-that the sum of a number

and its opposite is 0. Let examine this idea more carefully.

Two numbers whose sum is 0 areT- elated in a very special way.

For example, what, number when added to 3 yields the sum U? What

number when ,added to =4 yields 0? In generals if x and y are

real numbers such that x + y . 0, we say that y is an additive-.

inverSe,of

A quick inspection o the sentence x +,y = 0 shows that if

-x, then the sentence true. In other words, one additive

'inverse ig x is its opposite -x.



Ate there:Any'-other additive inversesof a number:

-How:do.We-know.there ianoother..strange-inv,erse---

ent. from -x? We can quickly settle this .question by

oppos

diffe

'aPPlying,the addition property of equality: If

auch,:that

then-

and

and

and

X 4-

X

is a number

Why?)

This result verifies what w suspected from the begihning:

The only additive inverse of a real number, is its oppositr

-x.

The preceding paragraph was probably a new experience_ foryou.___

Instead of showing that a specific number, say,-4 .has only one,

additive inverse 4, we showed that each real number. has. bnly

one additive inverse -x. We did thiSby applying properties

Which are true for eaCh'real number. The,conclusi6n is important,

'although we suspected it all along;! the technique is important,

because it enables us to show general properties for all real

riumbers.



Let: um look' t another example ilof this technique 'of f-showing

a-general property of humbers. call this a prod of the -

pripex'ty We know that

are true Sentences according to the definition

Verify this.) From these examples we might gue

addition.

For any real numbers a and b it is true that -(a -4-

=b).

P
Another way of saying this-is: The opposite of the sum of

two numbers is the sum of the opposites of the numbers. What we

have here,i general statement relating the operations of ad-

-dition and taking the oppo_site. Again it is easy to shOw this

result for specific numbers, but is the result true for all real

numbers? We reason as follows: If we want to show that the

opposite Of a b Oe can do.this simply by

, showing that the sum of a b and (-a ) = (-)o) is '0. Why?

It is natural then to write down sum and shoW that it is

b) ( b) b ( -b)

Cb +(

Why?

WhP

Why.?



If you have given reasons fOr each step in the above proof,

you see that we have given a general result, for any real numbers

because we applied only properties which, are true for hnk real.

numbers This distinction-between results for speifd n ers

and resultb,for any :numbers isa'diStinCtion'tetWeen'arith etiC

and

gcercises 6 -

Find a number

2.

or which each sentence is

a)12- x (f)-

b) (-2 a

(d).
).. 0

) . p_41- 3 <-4).4

(b) Oct: (h). f-problem 1 show that the number

you round- :is the'onIy-one making. the sentence,

Whidh. of the following `sentences are truefor.'s.I1 real,pumbe

Remember that the opposite

isrthe sum oftheiroppositeS.):

\

of the sum of twoA, luMbers-

y -x.=

(d)

. Give a-proof4an-argument-in-the...manner
# the text) tha

sentence of 3-(d) -15--true_for all real number`.
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In the following proof supply __stifications for each_ steps=

For allInumbers-x, y-and

Proof: y

SI' 4- x

r

-x ) +

x Y

.+

Using,thedefinition -addition- _real- numbe e-

. addition-:property of

6 - Multiplication 'of: real numbers Now let s: decide

hdw'we shoUId multiply two real numbers,- All that we can say at

present is that we know how to.multiply tW6 positive numbers or.
. _

-f import _ncehere is that we maintain the "structure"

of the numbe system. know that if a,

arithmetic

are any numbers of

=-

What names did we give tonames

a(b ± c)

ese properties multiplication?

Now whatever meaning we give to the product of two real numbers

we-Must -be-sure-that -these -progerties-Df-mUitipli-catioWstill-hdid

numbers.
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Let us-conside some possible produCts:..

.(?)( ),% ( )(.2

Do these-include exampias of

numbers?' may iced a

and.. fourth examples because

J--,3)(0); -:(0)(. ),

every case :of multiplication of,reaI

.(2)(1) 6i (b)

This_ leaves the-que, ona;

(3)

The third question must

(,2)

answered - = 0" if we want the

all real'humbers.multiplicatiOn:proPerty:Ot U to be

The remaining two questiOn'alcan,be answered as follows r

by- writing' 0 2 4--

if the distributive property

must hold for real, humbers.

Thus, if we want the properties omultiplication

realnumbers, then ( )(.,2) must be Why.

to hold. far

Ne*t,- we take a'.similar course. to answer _econd.question.--

if fthe multiplicat on property

0 must hold for real numbers;

-by wrtting .0 = 3

if the distributive .property must

hold fbr real. num6ers;

if the commutative proerty must

hold for real numbers;

by the previous result,



.. Now we have collie to a 'point where -2)'( be the, opposite of
hole for

_

-6; 'hence) if _we ,want thd properties of multiplication
real numbers, then

Redall that the product of two po itive numbers
nuniber. Then what are the values 2Ir and I -2

must be 6.

theae- compare_ with

ing, what mist we mean' by

and

Compare )() and- -

-Using they same

41-

-5)(=

"by (0)('-2

itiv
How,

reasons_-

`F This is the hint we= needed. If w

number- system to be the same for real number

-:Want of -the'

it was for the
numbers of arithmetic, ,we must define the' product of =two real

numbers a and a as foliows:

If .a and b are both negatir
non-negative, then ab lotti I b I

If one b the numbers a and

positive or zero and the other
then ab- =

or '-botli

Iimportant to recognize that
arihmetc for any real numbers a:: and

b is are numbers of

(why Thus theI

product la! ibl is a Positive number, and we obtain the product

ab as either I al- lb I or its opposite. It will help you to remem-

completing the sentences: tStipply-the----words----"p6Sitive
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The product cf two positive numbers is a

The product of two negative numberS'is a number.

The-product-of a negative and-a positive number is a.

titaithe

The product of a real number and

The consistency of these results is illustrated lathe following

sequence of products (fill in the missing_ products)

-2 k

Exercises 6

1. -Calculate the. follo
.

i) 1 31 r-2

)1-21



Which of the following sentences are t

8 = Ar'or = -101
-

28, for y, 20.

-27P,

b 2.

0, for c =

(g) lx 31 (-2 1-x. -4) 1)

(h) (Y+2)2 1( -3) + for y =-

'Find the 'truth sets of the following open sent enOes1

a) 2x.+ ) 41 = 8

2 -2

(c)- = (3)(-6)

x 5)(.,6)

+'2() X?) (3)(74)

11 (6) (- ) (4)(-)



-products Of pairs.

8

-*_9) (2) .

--2 find' the

elements-iof

11--reA1-6,1mberand=the---eet-

elements of R. Is the aet-,of-real hum--

bens closed under Multiplication?

-Given-the set f all'negative_ real numbers, find the set

T of- all products of pairs of .elements oi N is =the set of

negativg real numbers closed undgr i4tiplication?

the set 'V = set of ail.:

ppsitive numbers obtained as products of pairs of elements

V.

Prove that the absolute valueof.he product ab is the

product b,l. of-the.absolute valu

6 4. ProPeAles of ultiplication. When we, decided how to.

define the product of two real numbers -we wanted to maintain the

structure of'-the.real numbers. This another, way to sad-, that

we wanted the familiar properties of multiplication to emain true

for all real numbers. -Let each.of-these:prope ties and'.
.

sa isfy ourselves that they are true.-

ommutAive property of multiplication:

any real hUMbers a- and

ab';_- b



If a and . b. are both negative'. then

-A d Ibl are numbers of arithmetic; thence,
- .

,Thus, ab ba. Illustrate this result with

A= an

--negative- then ab

that -(1a11131) -(11)110

b1). But again

/(RemeMber.that- if numbers are equal,

t lal

(Why?)

their_opposites-are,_equaI.- ) .Thus} air s.b ba.- Illustrate this

result witfi )(4)-. With )(0) -.

-.Here-we have given a Complete, Proof of the commutative

property" for all real number Notice that we based the_Proof on

,the,preoise'definition of multiplication.
.-,.

:In general', e have 0hoWn that we may change-the o __er. of
_

multiplication,without changing the product.'

4;

7 Is

property bf multipl_ Oh. Yor.

any real c-,

-It is not too difficult to show hat this proPerty holds for

one_negative two n gatives, or three negatives; but the task is

a bit tedious and w shall -be content with a few illustrations

(The interested student might want to try to give a general proof

of this property -) Verify that each of the following pairs is

the same numbert
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In general; we agree that in multiplying threenutbers we

mar -first form, -rocitact act pair. 4 The effect- of

.

these two- properties is to allow us to write products of_numbers-

without =grouping symbols -an
-

any groups and any orders.

mu

MultiplicatiOn propertytof I, FOr,- any

real. number a,

-1.1e know that -a ( 1 )- :.a is=positive or y7I -Mhat
k

a(1,).;. if -a ist negative? (Recall the definition of multiplica-
r

Lion.:) Finally; What: is -la' if, a is a negatiiie? Put theme

,ides together and you:have proved the property. of

Notice that

if (-2

Notice that since:,

number-

-40

15; then-

then (-2) (3) -4) (- 6)( -4),

-5 (15)_(

-2) (3) and 6) are. names, for the same

we may multip1y (-4)

-4)n and (-6)(-4

.16 general, we have the

Multiplication=-

.-rearjitimbere

by the number and obtain

as names for th6 new number.

rope t any

-.and .a:. -b;.. then

The final_anci___mg.5t important property complete the-

-structureof real numbers is one which ties together. the .operations.

addition and multiplication.



Distributive property. -- For any

and

Teal numbers,

ab

-Rain 've shall consider only few examples -:_.

2 4, 5)(2) +

-(5)( -2 (5)(-3

(-5)(-2) (-5)(

us agree_that theAistributive property holdslor all real
- ,

numbers. Agairr; this property can be proved by- applying

definition of addition and multiplicationito all possible cases.,

Exercises 6 _ -=

1 Explain-hp, the associative and commutative prope$ties could

be used to perPorm the following multiplications in the

easiest manner..,--

21). (d)

-5)(17)-(-b)()

()(-1)(

(f) (-7)(-25

the distributive-propert, if necessary, _0\perfOrm the
.

indicated operations with the minimum amount of work:
.
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a real :number, hen 0 6. 'Me- call this -the.

u ti lication property of O. Apply this 'property, to QOM-

pate the following:

A usefUl:PropertY of multi-lication i the_ following For

any real number a;

-1

_i PrOie this property; ,Hint: To, how_ % Is the

opposite of a we must show that a 4, 1 0. To do this,

write a + (-1)a Ma + (-1 ) ., : apply- the distributive
.

property, and use the prOperty of O.

Use the property ; -you :proved in prdblem 4
=

,

a) For any real numbers a and b, )(b)

) For any.real numbers a

prove:

ab).

sentences are rue:

use of the multiplication properties,

can multiply real n mbei4s and have at...our_ disposal the properties
. .

otimultiplication or real-numbe we. .a -- -strong basis forr
-dealing with r et r :pf situations in algel ra.



Exercises :6 -

-173

1. Use the distributive propertysto--
plieations:

o e

(x += 5)

7 4--

_'2(a b +

(a + b)

11+ x)y
-8)((-4)

(i) 1

-In doing prcith-ern 1, Y81:1 probably used. property: For any

real number9 a' and b,

) ..ab.
Find____thd_Zparts___of___the_problem_ n___which,_you__used it

.

Use the distributive property to write -the following exp e
slons--as -produgts

(a) ,5a + 9?
(b) (-9)b

( Ian ±

(d) 3x + 3y +

4p +

-g)

; b)x
tax + 2ay
-6)a (,6)b2

ea + eb + e.

Apply the distriblEtiVe and other properties the

x+ 2x .
(b) 12t + ert!,

-15

(d) jAY.-

e 12z.

Y.



3a + 7y (Carefull)

(.1 4P +i3P + 9

8r +;(-14)r+ 6n

6a kra 14.b==

The - phrases you worked with in, the' above,...exerdiSes Alled

eXivessions . In an expressicilThich has' the _form

A and B are called. terms of the expressibh; in an exPressi0
- -

of the form A + .B A, b, and C are called t

--The distributive property __s very help- in simplifying an

expression. Thus

a

is posbible and 'a desirable
_ .

4- 8Y-

no such .simplificati pis

e ,distribUt ve -property.

6X (-9 )x 11. 8x + 5y

We shall have freq4en an on to. do of

.:for convenience il ft cblledting terms or combining
. . .- .. -,

do the ' iddle,Stel- Mentally. Thus
, .

teime. W eha



raises

ile e s 11'd folibwing'exPressfons:

10x, .(1) .7

(b) '(49)a (1) +- 40771-

(c) ilk 2 ) c,. (j) 73`+ j.-'10)X +

-427)ti 4. 0h (k) 12a + '50;4.- -2

kci- P Tq-

alowin

f) (-5 ) +--;12.. 2. 12 = 4- 2lr' -1

-( 0 , 14x' 314)x . 15 + 0
, .

h 3)a +63a-. 0-
_--_,

.. -8 -Y +-95r

1 131 ( -14) k + '9k - .. 0 1
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In the equation

3x + 7 = x + 15

we can dO no collecting of terms on either side of the eqUation,,

aild yet it is not ot;vious what the truth set is without Some kind

of simplification-. The chief complication seems to be that the

.:varia4le.appeard- onJooth sides of the equation. Things would be

simpler if we could form a new sentence with the same truth set in

which the variable occurs on only one side. This is possible to

do by using the addition property of Opposites, x + (-X)

and-=Proceeding as -follows:

If there is a number x such that

3x + 7 x + 15

e sentence, then fpr that value of x,

3x-+ 7 and 15

are the same number-. If we add to this number we get a hew

number, and 3x 7) (-x) and (x + 15 are both the same

new numbeg. This means that, for the value of x which;makes

3x 7 a x +15 true,

(3x 4 7) + (-x)

will alo be true. But this equation can

2x 4 7 . 15.

)

s4mplified to
f

While we are about it, we could similarly add (-7)-to the number

represented by these two sides of the equation and obtain

2x. 8

Next we can apply the multiplication property of equality to

obtain the sentence
7 _
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($y what number did we multiply both ses of the sentence

The number which makes this-equation true i 4.- But any numbe

whiCh Makes our original equation true will also make this ldSt

one true-. Since k seems to be the only umber makes our

t equation true, we suspect that it-makes theoriginal equation

rue, and testing it sooh shows that this is the" case. if
a
x is

4, then on `th, ae__

3(4) = 12 + r= 19,

,and on the right

4)+ 15 = 1;

A ) + 7 = (4) 15" -is.!t and 4] is the truth set of our

equation:

eqUation.

As another example, fired the truth set of the Sentence

5y)- 8 = 2y (-10).

If there is a number .y quch that 5y 8 = 2y (-10) is true,

then

It.is customary to say that 4 ks the solution of the

and

If y

3y + 8 . 10),

-18,

_6.

en on the. left,

5(_6) + 8 = ( -30) 4- -22,

on the right,

2(-6
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So "5(-0 + 8'= 2(-6) + (-10)" is a true sentence and the

7 -:solution is .-6.

.!,EXercises 6 - 6.

1. Find. the truth set of each of the following equations, using

the form shown in the examples above:

04.(a) 2a+5l7
(b). 4y 3 . 3y + 5 + y + t-2)

113

(c) 12x + (-6) . 7x + 24

(d) 8x + x+ 2 = 7x +.8 (Collect terms first.)

(e) 62 + (-4)z = 18 + 2z

(f) I2n + 5n + (-4). . 3n (-4) + 2n

(0 15 = 6X + (_8) + 17x

Y 7Y + 3 ± (-20 4-5

2. Translate the folslowing into oPen sentences and find their

truth sets:

(a) Mr. Johnson bought 30 ft. of wir- and later bought 55

more feet of the same kind of wire. e found that he

paid $4.20more than his neighbor paid for 5'ft. of the

same kind of wire. What was the cost 'per loot of the

wire?.

-(b) Four times ah-integer is ten more than twice the successor

of that integer. What is the integer?

(c) In an automobile race, one driver, starting with the first

group of cars drove foe' 5 hours at a certain speed and

was then 120 miles from the finish line. :Another driver,
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Who set out with a later heat, had traveled at the same.

o
rate as the first driver for 3 hours and, was 250 miles

from the _finish, How fast were these men driving?

-The perimeter pf a triangle is 44 inches. The second

Aide is three inches more than twice the length of the

third side, and the first side is five inches longer than

the thirdside. Find the lengttrif the three sidesOf--

this'triangle

_If_an_integer and its successor are added-0.-the-result

one-more than twice that integer. What is the integer?

In a farmers yard were some .pigs and chickens, and no

other creatures except the farmer himself. There' were,

in fact, sixteen more chickens than pigs. Observing this

fact, and further observing that there were 74 feet in

the yard, not counting his own; the farmer exclaimed

'happily:to himself' - -for he was a mathematician as well

as a farmer, and was given to talking 'to himself-- "Now

I can tell how many of each kind of.creature there are

in my yard." How many were there? (Hint: Figs have

4 feet, chickens 2 feet:)

At the target shooting booth a.t a fair, Montmorency was

`paid 100 for each time he hit the target, and was charged

50 each time he missed. If he lost 25¢ at the booth and

made ten more misses than hits, how many hits.did he

make?
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(h) The sum of two consecutive odd integers What are

the integers?

6 Further use of the multiplication propertiies. We have

seen h the distributive property allows us to collect terms of

an expression. The properties of multiplication are helpful also

s

in certain techniques of algebra related to products involving
. . .

.
t

4.

dlgebralc expressions.

pl -"(3xy)(7ax can be more simply written a

"21ax2y.

Give the reasons for each of the following steps which show this

is true. (For ease in'' writing, we shall toften use " instead

of "x" t_ indicate ultiplicatipn.

(3xy)(7ax) 3-x.y.7-a.x

3-7)a(xx

21ax y.

While in practice we do not write dbwn all these steps,,

must continue to be aware of how this simplification depends on

our basic prOperties of multiplication, and we should be prepared

to explain the intervening steps at any time.

kxercises 6 7a.

Simplify the following expressions and, in problem 1, write

the steps which explain the simplification.



-Y )(343).

'2. abc)(. bed)

-1Pq)(41*1)

20'.b2c2)(10 bd)

''We an combine the

181

1

'ethod of the prece ing exercises with the

distributive- property to perform multiplic tiona such as the

following

a -4 b (_ (-6a2) + ( -ab- ) 4-15ac.

Furthermore, Since we have shown in section 6_4 that

-a . 1)(a),

we-may again with the help of the distributive property simplify,

expressions such as

2 (_7)

-Exercises 6 -

Simplify as indicated above:

1. 5x( 6)

1Qb 2b-
2

7b

1

2x -7x) (-6))

7x 0 .

6xY(2x 3xy 4 4y)

- (a- tab b2)

-(p +Hr) 7. (,4c )2a (5b)

(-77 ) 3a 4 (-5b 8. (-1))

Carry out the following series of multiplications by the

distributive property.
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!0 you g or

(X + 2)

(X + 2)

x + 3)(x + 2)

the last one of these the following-.

x + 2) (x + 3)x + (X + 3)2

2=x +- +.+6
2

x + 5x + 6.

Br such successive uses of the dittribultive property we can per

form multipli cation inVolVin several-terms.

Example (x + y + z) b +

Exercises 6 - 7c.

1. In Example 2 the di

Point out all four p

(2,7)) +. a +, (,7

a a+ 3a + (-21)

= a2 -' (-4)a + (-21),

.+ z)b + (x Y +

= b 'by + bZ + -5x + 5y + 5z.

was used four times,

is used.

2. Perform the following :yap Ons,



iow that for real_ numbers a, b, c, d

+.h)(c +.d = ac +: (be + ad) + bd.

(Notice that ac.is the product of

product of the'.second terms and

tiv first erms, bd Is the'

be + ad) is the sum of the

mixed p Oductad..

-title the formula developed in problem 3, where possible

- multiply the following:

(a) (a.+ 3)(a + 1)

(2x-+- 3) (-3x-+ 4)-

(c) (a + b)(b +

(4) (Y + (-4)) (Y2 -2Y)

(u r+ 1)(m + 3)

6 - Order proper -ties. Compareth6 numbers

) + 2. On the number line we see that

) and

43 43
Now compare and + 2. In general, compare z and z 2,

e z any real number. We know thaA exactly one.of three

lea holdp:

20 z z +.2-0

hree

que of

or z + 2 < z. (Why?)

-rue for rany z? Why? `Does your answer

the a_ e way, the two numbers and

z and z +

31



-By this time y6Uthould

ber to any real number

DO- t adding a pogitiv0 num-.

gives a sum greater than where-s

addirig a negative number to-any real number gives a sum less

than Is evdry number greater than obtained as the sum

of and a positive number? Consider the number z = -5 and the

greater -number (_ 3-). Is there a positive number b such that

_4? What is

Let us generalize these' ideas. If a and b are real num-

bers and b is positive, hen a. + b is obtained on the number

line by moving to the righ from a. Since "is to the right of'

means "is greater than", we ave:

(1)
if b is positive.

On the other-hand, if we know ghat a A. b > a, then a b is

. -
obtained by-mo -the-right from a -on the number line, -Th

can happen only if b is positive. In other words:

(2) a 4. b>.a,

Combining (1) and (2), we obt

f b is positive.

(3).
a b > a, only if positive.

Thus, sentence a convenient wa of writing sentences (1).

and (2).

Now we are ready to state a genera: property of order of

numbers:

If a and c are any two real numbers .such

that c > a, then there is a positive real number

b such that

a + b.



By -trip time you are probably convinced th t this general

Property.ia true. What is the positive number -b' such that

+,b? Such thatL= j+'b? Use the puthWaine

heir

%

you'Afyou:ileed to.

lkmrever,.!assumingthat the property is true, how would you

go about finding the number b in general? Since c = a b,

add- ( -a) -to both Sides by the addition property Of equality, etc..

-You finish it

a new view of the-relation 1. Any

solving such,as

can now be replaced. by a sentence involving ",.in this case

(-5). 2

where a positive number is added to the smaller to obtain the

greater. Is the converse true; that is if b is positive and

c= a + b, is it true that c > a? Why? This new ability to

"translate" back and forth between a sentence involving 5' and

A sentence involving "=" will be useful in proving results about

.inequalities.

Exercises 6 - 8a.

i For each pair of numbers, determine their order and find the

positive number 6- which when added- to the smaller-gives the

larger.



5 a 724

63
-Ar _ and

63 and

I and
-1

-Show that the f wing is a

5-

(g) 1.47 and -0. 21

(h)
2%4-4%

(- 7T)k-5) and

statements

a and ,real numbers hen

a.+1).,:Ka if and only if b, i 'negative.

Follow the similar.discusbiOn for i positive.

Sta-zea general property of order which gives the meaning

"a in terms bran equation.

Whioh.of the ,following se i hb ,es are true for 0.1.1 ues of

the Variables?
---4

a) eir a + 1 = then > a.

(b) If a + ( -1) = b, the a < b.

(c) 'If (a + c) + 2 = (b + c), then a + c < b + e.

(d) If (a + c) + (-2) = (b c), then a + c >,b + c.

(e) If 'a < then there iS a p itive number .d such that

2 = a +

if a > -, there is a positive number d such that

= (-2) + d.

If, 5 8 . 13, -rite two true sentences involving

relating the numbers 5, 13z

If (--,3) 2 . (-1) how many true sentences involving " '

can you write.



write two true sen

the::'nuthbers 5, 7.

involving rela

Show on the'xumber-line that if
and if b ea negative number such that c a + b, then

,

and c are real number

'220 112
ITT

is a true sentence. (Don't bother checking; take.o-

can you ccmclude.4bout.the order of each

word for it.)

ollowing

17
Ti5 and 112 17

Tgir ÷

220
363

220
-167

d-
112

1120 and

We see here a property of inequalities which 8,4ei to be true for

all real numbers:

.Addition pr4iderty of order. If a, find c are

real numbers and if a < b, then

a + c b + c.=

ate in yoUr, own words why you think this general propertyis

rue. -What 'does it mean in terms of points on the real number

---line?- What-does it-mean -in-terms-of. -the-distance- om-a-to-b and--



toolo:+ c on the nuMb

The following is-a. proof .#1:p .order Property. Can you fill
,,-

rithereasons--tor'each,atep.

If a < positive number d such

that

then

b .

b+ c d)

(b c) + c

positive; hence

.a+ c < b +

c,

+ d. (Why?

(Why?

ditio.n, detei Whic h

+

(d 4) + 2 (- --st)

Formulit can order property

relations

on for each of the

An atension o the order prope_-ty states that:

If a; t

b and c <-d, then a + <

This can be proved in three steps. Fill in the

d are real numbers such that
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...beDoero, a 4. a < b d.

Find-theytruth set of each of the following

x < (-5) + -- add

Thus,

tence true

true? How

4

sen ence

both Sides,-

< 2 ; add terms onOright.

f x is 2a number which makes the original sell,

then x < -2. -If. x < -2, is the original sentence

can you show this?

) < x

+ 2x

2x

4P <

(-x): <

2x <

5+7 2x

7)

-31

1- 41

di-vaph7 the truthsetsdfparts (a), .and (g) of problem 4.

Which off` the following sentences are true for all values
A ,

the variables?

If ID < 0, then- b < b.

If z) < 0, then a + )c) < 3.

If X <2, then 2x < 4.



7. Verify that tach of the follpwin

(a). 13 +:1,I S 131 +.

1.c73:

31;I .1-41

State: a general-property relating
...

for:-:any real nUmbers a, and b.

J3.-- What general property.can be Stated for .multiplication
it ,

samliar .

A

'4" to the property for .,addition in problem 7.?

. 0
.

9. Translate'. the following into open sentences and rind their

truth sets;

wnen.Joe and Moe were planning to bizy a sailboat, they

;asked a salesthan about the cost of a new type of a .boat

that was being designed. The saleriman replied, "It won't'

cost more than. $380". ..If Joe and Moe had agreed :that Joe

Was to cont.ribut 1.3O more than Moe '.'When the boat was

. .

pt.irchased, how =Ch.' would Moe have to paY?

Three" more than aid` tunes` a. number isreater than seven

increased by four time the num is -the number.

) teacher says, ,"If I had 't'hree t mes, as many students

in Class as y_ do have, I wouldE have a/least 26 more

than I now ha flow many

Class

d -:-.4-student. had-test" grades_of 82 and 1. What must he

students does he have .in his

seore .on a*third test to have an ,ave'ra e.of 9.0 or'

high?

tai
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w
+. ,11 is 5 yparp older than Nbrma and the

A .

_ e, .

Az et is leSs than . & HOw -old is Norma?

of their

fN
Prove: Poi real numbers a: and b

+ 13 a if and only if. b
4

Hint: If b Is negatives. then b < O.
.0

oPerVy
a

negative.

NoW use the Addition

.

Now at have. d4termined th9 order- of a

. When :a- = tate ,us- ask:labo the order cf ad and b

Notice oat:

c 3 -2 then

yth:en

1...5i -then it

If 3 then

(2).<
-2 < (1)(3).
) (6) < (5)(6)
2 > 5( -2

and b

..In these eases: if a < b, then--ac < bc, provided

positive. number. This Qis.a very. important property of order..

is a

?How would you us it t :whether the following

atA3OSitive.'hu

these cases?.

this property tells us

by in eaeh:

4

nothing about the order -ofrlac And--

bd if .c is a negatfite nutbery Do yob think them is. a '0orres
412

bonding propertk? try to 'find a property this tine
=

out' looking at_ speial examples -;



We know a'property when i positive, BUt we are faced'

ative-- then by taking opixsites -e

0 This -just what we'want, is positive

and bur-Tr9perty-says, that if a < b, then

This we can change

then; by again taking opposi

_Thus we have_discovered another property Of order:-

and is negative, theme c

These :re-Usually Stata& together as the

. Multiplication property of order If

are and if' s< < b, then

ac < bc, if, e is-positive,'

at-) bc, -if- c is neghtive.

forget the Clue: If we multiply both sides-.of, .an. nequat±ty

by a. positive number, the order remains unchanged. But if we

'---mUltiply--.both- sides --by---a-neative-umber, _the orde

What..happens'i me- 0,11tip1y,by-0?-

Exercised

Find .the truth set o

Example:

is_reversed,

each of the

x 4-< -5.

-5) ± (-4)

lwir seat

add (-4 both sidep-
-....



the reversed order

Thus, if x is a number which makes the original sentence

true; then x If m 3j show m t the original sentence.

is

(a) (-4) 7

( 2)

Zraph the truth 'sets of parts, (a) and (b) of problem 1.

Translate the following into open Sentences and solve:

If a rectangle has area 12 square ,inches -and: one side

has length lets than 6 inches, what is the length of
4

-the adjacent aide? .

-:.
.

. ,

if a rectangle. has area 12 square Inches and one aide

haa_length.between -kand-61.hchesi!whatis,the..length.

of the adjacent side?

0-,then.x is either negative or positive. If x
.

.

then what kind-- of number -is x If x ia_pega

7-



what about x2? State d geheraI result about.k2 if
.

-at is a general resu1lt about x-

6 - 9 ...Stunn.7-.. ist the properties of

-that-we -110e_ discOvered.

If s and b are real numbers,- then yhat-do-f we mein by--

With- this meanie of addition, the :following prd-erties-__a+ b?

_ of adai ion hold:

For real umbers' a b` and c,

,(1) a +.1) = b

b) . a b

a -+ 0

4 -a Oi.

5 a+b Ofand only if b = -a

(6) b) -b)

(7) F a,.

(8) if a b, then a c = b

a. if And. onlyiif there is a,positive

number b
4

such +thAt c = a b

a en A c b e,

.,--Sothe of these properties.'ofaddition'have been .given names,

State each one in words and refer to it by its name

If a and b are real-numbers, then what do_we 4:lean-bi--ANT"

With this meaning o multiplication, the following properties o

multiplication h



For real numbers a,
ab

(lo

if a b then 4c be,

(n) th'en

0 -then ac be

then ae' be

What -names did w * gi these - propert ie te the
propertips in

The most. important

and multiplication is

-

operty of ,all, the one relating addition

2 a(b- c) = a -ac.



ion --and, Divisio

Meaning of subt a
at deal 'of subtracting. Perhaps

w that we are becoming .familiar with.

convenient_ to have an operation of :su

also.

Exercises 7 - la.. Compare the re8l
Add the opposite of .9 to 2G' Vbirgot.-.-

Add the opposite of ubtra
-4

-Add -the opposite of 0.76
2

Add 50 ,to

tom 20.

froM

ubtrac t 0.76 frmn

from

_

thinkl.ng- a!bout* the"laboV.i exercises, MI are

probably ready-to dbfine-SubtractidnOr--the realfAluthbeV

/
ig .X

To ,subtract thel'real'-hUMber-b from the -real

s-defdnitionto .We.have



20 - 9

is agree with ordinary subtraction. in _arithmeti
0

=What would we haye said-in arithmetic, if -Sim one had
_

,asked us to find- ww0aea-ns

9 20 = 9 -20 = -11

Thus, we can do subt actions which- were not poSSible: in arithmeti
FurtherMore? we can subtract when one or both of the numbers are
negative.

What is the opposite of 92
vEP

oPpbsite of -91 The
opposite of -20? Notice how these oppositesoppo itesr are

following example

9 -. 20 + = 29

rat)) =20r;A-

;20 + 0 =. 29

used in the

Yoh probably -notlice the above--'1 e*aMples tn4t the
eyriboI 11- used in two 79:" Wh4t is the
meaning of the first What the meaning 'of the second ),4,

" ? To help keep the _ e uses. of they ymbol clears w make-
following parallel statements about them.

In "a

-I', stands -between. two numerals

and indicates the operation Of.I

n.

ra.

='

is, part of one nu

and, indicates the ,o

erar



ercise lb.

1. Subtract -8 from 15.

5.

1?rom 22, take "away -30.

-12 is how much greater than -17?

--flioW=fmuchgeater is 8=than,75?

7. (-5000) - (-20oo

13.

lo. (0.631!)

15. Let R be the Set of all. real numbers- and 'S

,

set of,a11

numbers=obtainedtly perforMing-the °per ori-dfdubt7rcti6n
4.7e`

on, pairs ,e number&,,of R. S a-subset

numberg, closed under subtra6kion Were

arithmetic closed under subtractiOn?

b --a a true statement fo

=Can yOu find any real-numbers for which it is true?.

subtract_ion_cbmmutative? Is subtraction associative?

Show%w4 i i t14111:for all real:44U61;ers..

.18. Find the truth set of

(a.)1, y 725 = 25

:34 = 76-

.

x + 8 . -16. .(f) z +

From a temperature of 3' below zero, the-temperature, r(5ppe

What was new temperature? Show how this question

act' of the following equations:

3y 14

x + 23.6 7.2

elated to subtraction of real numbers.



="T

7 - 1.

-had a credit of 7.23 in her account at'a. department

stbre She- bought 4 dress for l5.50 and charged it,. What

ane-e-inher_ate_ount_?

21. Billy -awed his brother'80 centt. He repaid' 50 cents n -the

. debt . How:can this transaction be written at 'a sibtraction

of real numbert?,

The bettet-of :Death Valley is 282 feet below= sea l'evel.

The top: Of M.t.'Whitney.,::Whichtan be -seenfrok Death Valley;`,

hag an altitude of 14,495 feet. How high above Death

Valley is-Nit Whitney?

What,. number Added to -4.6- give 77 .'8-as,a result?

4 How the Thum15-01*1-ine. roM 3 te-
- 2

If subtra6Ing 10 'fro 50,.,om.. he loer- line p110;;by

moving 10 units -to..th left from 50 hoer : would we .760traa.
_ .

-16) from- d' On the number= linOF

We thInk:,.of addition of real --numbers on the real -number

line as moving to the= right when adding a positive number,

o the left When adding a negative number. What .would he

the procedure on the number line to subtract a Rositive

number from tanother real number? Illustrate by performing

-he following subtractions on the, number -line.

-8)

2

(g)



Consider the state-m- ent:

200

ail .real .numbers a

a b = c if And only if a =_b + e . .State in words ,the
two p za fLeasS ineiu n ' "

NoW can these stateMents beand the other 'only if".
provedlpyusing the-addition property of kluality

7 ;. 2. Absolute value's: an_ silbtraction._ We
.

'use.p 'or the. bsolute value of the difference of .t-w4D5_numb

illustrated in, the following exercises

:Exercises

PerforM,the indicated operatipns:
3

151

ICI

must beaddeci 'to to yield 2
-in terms -of 4is nee from tine' po'ifit

trow can you jndieate this

number lin

On the real, number line, given the points a,
describe-- a b in terms of a distance from one
points to the other?

With

Illustrate with 3

how can you..

of these

How_ an_we interore__

I. 9 . e 1. about; distance on the

iturp.ber :-14ne that 81. does, not tell? In we were; interes

_ssing the. distance between a .nd b on .the



lineand--did no

b serve,oUr purpose?

-=froma=-to as=dfference?

care about-direction on the linei would

How can we qxpress the distance

For each of thefollowing pairs of,exprese iohs till in

symbol_ "-
II or "<'! which -will make A true

e ;

191 121

121 191

191 1-1

91 ,? 1-21 -'19,1

21 1-91 121

sentence,
a

`-9

Write a symbol between

a true sentence for all

for la,- bi- and tbl.

.Describe the <reultin g sentences

di§tances on the number

at, are the t mber9 On the numbe- line su6h,tht-'a

that:isv the.t o numbers x such that the distan- ce, etwepn

t

the truth set of. the sentence-

that is p set of Plumbers x such that the distancelletween

x dhd 4 is. less than 1?- Graph this bet on the n umber line.



set: of

-the

of -IX 1? We usuallSK write- 11 5" for the-

sentence x. 3 and =. )

Find the truth set of each of the following equations;
graph -each of these sets

(a) Ix -;61 8 (g) 4 Read this:

-§1 Ti e ce between y

2 and
f

i less than 4.
1-4 -1 p-6

- (-19)1

I;1 12 (J) 5 -+ = 9

or each -.sentence = in the left colu n pick, the -sentence

the ,right column .Which has the- truth set:
and x

lxi <
and x-t< 3

and '<

Perform the indica
where necessary.

ed operation,
- 0

law



6x - 2x
t '9x2 4k2). 3b

(d). 6 Prcl CI) 0
A

5.frorn an init421,-temperature of-.14.- The temperature,_ , _ ..

----.0---abOve_ -zero. , press _ thiS 4 statement= -as- a-subtraction
_ .. -* ---i .

real tiumber6.-

A submarine has been sihg at 50 -feet b:e1.9W the surface.
List -_

It then goes 30 feet deeper. Express this -.change as a_ _

subtraction 5' real numbers.
. _

16 -is 25 less "than some -number.` Find the namber;

If the time at 12 o'Clock midnight is con6i4ered as tom.:
start'ing. timed =. that is at 12- o'clock. midnight t = 0, what
Is the time interval from 11 eclOok P.M. jo `- 2 ID clock A.-M.?

, . ..,

From 6, o'clock -A .4 .o'cloc- A M. th 'neXt d,

1 .From .a-.point Marked 0 on a :straigAi road; John,a4d Rudy ride

1-,licycled.., John -rides _10'-miles ..per'_hour_- and RUdy,rides la

miles Der hour., Find the= distance between, them after

3 hours hours: 20 r4inut esk if-

(a) They start_ ror the 0 mark at the, same tame an&i.T.Ohn

goes east and Ruder. goes west

John is 5 miles ,east and Rudy is 6 mile est of 116- 0

mark wheh 7-then start and they :both :go_ east.-
.iJohnstarts _from-the 0 mark and. goes east. Rudy starts

-

from the 0 Mark I minutes- later. and gocs west.-

Both -tart--at the same time. John sfartS from the 0





:4,;51

?04

e 0 ma and ato goes west.

3. z$ubtracTbip of a sum. 'We shall so_ QS need to

do subtractions such as

;SubtractingA4x2 7x

Why? We prov0h,

all real numbesa and b.

).

7-

he same s.s addi -(4.7(2 7x 8

n-Chtpter 6, that -(a 4- b) -a) fo-
,

may, write

Therefore,

(7x2 - 3x)
0

By an extens ion of this '.pro e- -we--
A

- 8),(-4xL

-4x- 1,11Y?

7x

.411 .we need to do no is to an regDcup these Item 'by

the commutative and associative ,properties of addition to'' btain

(7)(2 3x) - (

r.

In actual practice, we w ite ail thin more compactly:

(7x - 3x) -

YOu may be 1mpres

number of steps mentally.

Jx

y the way we are.now doing a

t

steps without writing them all down*

comprelwnd several

of our

mathematical growth. We Munt 1-Vrai''efui, 6 everi. to be able,



. at .any time,

one.

steps :

205 7

pick out a the detailed steps and explain each

.11 4
For inatance, give the reason f each the following

4a - 2b

6a

(6a

= 6a

(6a

.(6

A

Exercises'7

2a

(-pb)

2a -- 6b-

- 4a (_2b) +17c
0

(r4a) * (- (-2b))

+ (-7c)

c.+ (-70-

1 + (-7)

+ -4a + 2b

-80 2b'

-8).+ 2) b

,(-6)e

(-6c)

Perform the following opei-aLl nb;
r.

0Y2 + 2Y 91
I.

4,

( -4a(5a - 17b

()J. + 2xy + y2

4. (2x Ht 7) + 4

5. Or + (57:- 9)
-6. (?\,(5
.7. (6 t 2-

,a (6x3 5x2 - 6) - -

9. .(3a. 2b 4) 5a- 3b +
2'

3y2

-b) 4

2xy t y
2

A

5x

11. (7xy 4)(z) - 83ty- 3yz)

12. (-4 +7c - 2)' - (5a + 3c +'7)

ti

4-4
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13. We -prOved-dn Chaptr 6that -a

a. Thus, (4x2-7x - 8)

for all real numbers

)(4x2 - 7x - 8), and this

suggests. e distribuAve property. Justify each step in

the folloying:

3x)

- 3x) +

4x - - 8 ))

- 7x - 8 )

'4x

(4- (- )(-7x)

t 7x 8).

before, wp write all this more compactly

per

3x)

ing all

b)

JttLei.illedlaLe step: mentally.

14. Use the dlstitJuilvL do 1w4prab1em 11) to perform

4, I

the foT1ollng ouUL - tiotto, sh,wing the steps A detail

in part (a):

(a) t(t,

(b) (6Xj

01.4

There are ti

subtractTons

it lb ,:utivenlent to arr=ange

In 1,1(:: pi L111,6 pav(A6vaph, as

2
a- tea -

_7a 3a 13.

The reasoning ls of course, the ame as before,

allows:
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ExereAddt

Perform the subtractions in .problems 1 to 6, arranging your

worK with terms beneath each other as showndin the examtae above.

Note that we put beneath each other terms to which the dstribu-

tive law, can be applied.

/

1. (1_29x 12x - 15) - l20x
2

- 3x - 1)

2. (8a - 13) (7a/ 12)

3. (14a? - 5a + 1) (66.2

4. (3n 121) - 8a) (5a - 7n

5. (7X2 - 7) - (3x 9)

6_ (a2
b2)

(a2
2ab

-2N
-)

7. From lla 13b i 7c subtract 8a 5b -

What is the result of subtracting -3x - 7 _13m

-3x + 12?

9. What last be added tc 3s 4t t iu to obtain -9s - 3u?
.

10. If a > b, what can you say of a b? Prove your statement.

(Read this: If is to the right of b, then the differ-,

ence from b t_

11. if (a b) Is et positive number, w1lich of the statements,

a < b, a = b, a > b, is true? What if (a b) i a negative

number? What (a -

12. If a, b, and c are real cumbers and a > b, what earl we say

about the order of and b c? Prove your statement.

7 - 4. Multiplicative inverse.

w called_6.the_aditive inverse of 6. .That_is

Since 6 +

it 66
.,

O. is there anumber whiCh when added to 6 yields the



7 - 208

similar relation among numbers with respect to multiplica

We know that the product of 0 and any number is O. But is

a number which whet mUltlplied by 6 yields the product

ilyexperi ent or by forger knowledge of arit emti

-.you
" " 1

yOu will probably say, 7 i such a number, because 6 x 1."

'What is a number 'Which when\multiplied by yields the product

1? Answer the same questiorirfor . For 4...
3

1 *
say that is multiplicative inverse

In general:

If c and d are real numbers such that

then

ed I,

is 1 mug tl pl is .hive inverse of e

If doisa multiplAQ,TALlv

inverse of d!? WhyY

We can obse

because

then mul plica!'tive

way these inverses

behave by looking at tnem on L1, r t.tiubel. line. Un the diagram

below, some sumbel.s ,_And Lhelp 1lik/C1-z5C Ullaer multiplication are

joined by dOuble al-v,,wo. Ho u ,you c_ot to set that these

pairs Of numbers r'ea l 1 a iutl IL1,11AtIve Iriverses? Can you

visualize the pattern
N

the L.1,, ble ir.ws If a gPeat m

pairs of these I 1111 1 t 12/

444

-e
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-Row about the number 0? With what number. can Obe paired? Is,

,there a number b such that 0 X b = ,L What can you conclude

about a multiplicative inverse of 0?

Exercises 7

1. If b is a multiplicative inverse values for b,do

we obtain if a , is larger than 1? What value_ of b kdo we

obtain .if a is .between and 1? What is multiplicative.

inverse of 1?

What values for b do

and a > -1? What As a muitiplicative inverse

get If a is*less than -Trs,40 0

Find inverses uhd mkIL1p14cation of the following number4:

3 1

fo 77-)41

Draw a numbel: 1 1--ILL: -111,1 10:Irk

.six numbers given in p

inverses.

5. If .you had doll. p -LieL,, 4 ri .inverses in

multiplicative, whhid Lhe patiern double ---

differ?

4

41.th double arrows` -the 'f

3 and their multip4cative

6. For Inverses uhael. mhJulpiIecAulon

b` do you obtain if

what values of t e,

tive? If a is negative?

7 - 5. The ihvecse ander multiplication u

The above examples suggst thA every real number

'exception of 0) hash an invevie uriult31p1icatio. We have

seen that. the as ye inverse o d number .id,uniquA al,X.

does unique"unique!' qiai
4.P
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also .unique? In other words, does-there exist only one

multiplicative inverse of a giVen number?

We-can see, for instance, that 4 x

imagine any number b other than for which 4 x b 1?

so., what is it?

While it seems fairly obvious that
1 the only

multiplicatiVe inverse of 4, we need to follow a general

rgu etit-which proves.conclusively that there is only one in
--, 4

'.under muitiplication.-for an real number, except zero. 1

so muchthat we. doubt this statement asst is that :we

opPPrturaty eXercise our reaso

stoma y to call a pf,operty which Carl be proved

For each non-zero K 1 An

multiplicative inver06 of

71, a4hu4iplic.irtive inverse of

oother inverse unde

then we have

,_a e and utat ive

propert.leo ur mgitipli

Th this inverse:' x

is no different:inverse,.

veally

k. #

e number bi so there .
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'We shoal find it convenient to use the shorter name

"reciprocal" for the multiplicative inverse, and we.repi.esent

"1"the reciprocal of a by the symbol . Thus, for,,every a
a

except 0, a X = 1.

You probably noticed that for positive integers the

symbol we chose for "reciprocal" is the familiar symbol, for a

fraction. Thus, the reciprocal of This certainly

agrees with your former experience

1But now the reciprocal of is -9
1

6.73 is 1

6.7.3
. Do these symbols represent fractions? If so,

..they must agree with the meaning of a reciprocal. That is,

since 1
is: the reciprocal

3

2
1

and must ber; since i0 ne reciprocal of

2
a ad it follows that

3

-9 and since -9 x (- .ti) and -
9

must be the same numtter.

.We shall be in a better pol3itloo to ,i:ohtlnpe this discussion

after we consider division of real numbers

What is the reciprucal of: -8,

Why did we exclude 0 frum our definition of

reciprocals? Suppose 0 did tw.ve reciprocal. What could it

be? What is the truth set of the :sentence (0)b) 1? You

concluded that 0 simply can nut have a reciprocal. Here we have

an opportunity to demonstrate, f- '-d rather simple example, a

very power type o of. This proof depends on t idea that)



given a.sentence,

212

is either true or it is false, but not both.

if we can show that one of these is impossible, the other must

be the case. And one way to show that a sentence is true is to

showithat assuming it. is false leads to a contradiction;

therefore, the sentence is not false, And, hence, must be true.

Theorem 7 - 2. The number 0 has nO reciptqcal.

Proo _Assme that the sentence of the theorem is false. Then

0 has A refeiprocal, say a. This would mean that

0 x a = 1.

Zince the product of zero and any real number is zero, it follows

that

This is a contradictiQ, ) hus our assumption 'that

zero has a reciprocal is a false assumption, and it f011ows that
-

zero has no reciprocal

7 - Properties of reciprocals We should like now

to see what we can discover and what we can prove about the way

reciprocals behave_
\
In each of the ruIlowing sets of numbers, find the

reciprocals. WY11/26,t .concluditAl do you draw about reciprocals on

examining the two sets?

0,09,

(00, -2
5



Observa of reciprocals on tyre number line s rengthens our

belief hat the following theorem is true.

Theorem 7. . The reciprocal `of a positive number

is positive, and the reciprocal of a negative number

is negative.

Proof: The statement follows itmediatWly from the definition,

1
a x = 1, since the product of two numbers is positive'if and

only if. both numbers are'pOSitilie or both numbers are negative.

For each of the following numbers, find thereciprocal

of the number; then find the reciprocal of that realVlocal.,

What conclusion is suggested?.

19
8C 7t, 1.6-

Theorem The reel

non-zero real likunber

Proof: Since
1

a

Veelpr

a reciprocal, Aluwo LhaL

1

a-
the reciprocal

the commutative prupe

with (a)(a 1.

-Y,

al

uf by de nition or
a

ly, since

c procal of a

t follows that

1. C om pare

1, or, by

1

W see thatthe number, ,:ja has reciprocals and a Since any1

non-zero real number has only one reciprocal, allows that
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t . a, which is,what we wanted to prove.

By now you have seen several proofs like this one. You

MAY still be wondering why we are interested i them, what good

they are, and how we are expected to do them.

One reason why we are interested in proofs is that

they-hold together the whole structure of mathematics---or of A

logical ,subject. 11e have 'set up, early in the the bp. i

.., .

properties of the 'real number system, such as the 'commutative,

associative, and distributive laws, and we have pointed out that

all of algebra cart be based on a short set of such propertieS.

'ThesprOofs supply the connections between those basic properties,

and all the Many ideas which grow out of them become-the whole

subject of algebra.

then, we going to appreciate fully'what.

mathematics is like, we should begin to experience some of th

connecting process in tl e chain of see

proving, and nc not always be 16fied w

It is true that some of atements we = proving seem very

obvious and we wondev, quite justifiably, why we should bother

to prove them. As we,,pr.ogress further in mathematics, ,there will

ould do -s me

a plausible explanation.

be more ideas which are less ,JUvlbus, for which there will be a

real reed ,of a ,proof. If we waited until those more aSVanced

stage however, to start provin, we would f d it very

difficult. During the more lementary stages we should have th

experience ofseeing what ifs are like and7d'eVelaping-SaMe

feeling for the oontinuou
1

4 3

of reaso ing on which the whole``
V
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structure of mathematics depends. For these reasons we are taking%-

tfine to look'closely at proofs of some rather obvious statements.

The ability to discover, method for proving a theorem

-issomething which comes by seeing a variety of proofs by

learning to look for connecting links between somethi you know-

and.something you want to, prove, by thinking about th_

which-are given to lead you into a proof.

Let us u

example. We want

of is a.

e a econd_proof of Moore- 7 4 as an

prove that the reciprocal of the reciprOcal

'It helps to write down Aat we know. Here, since we

want to t lk about the reciprocal of a and alsb the reciprocal

of the reciprocal of a, we can write; by the definition

We should also writ

hen look closely

the thing we want to piove

1
an A (-7).

a

wh_kl we want ) OV

1

a

1.

change the thing we know into

rrkiy make a guess after finding.
w

. only part of the proof' ury t to see whether the rest

ks. The fact that we wunt tht f the = a on the right

ggests multiplying one of our given equations bST a. The

n on the left suggests that it is the second of our given

equations- which sho lad- be-- multiplied -we- y;
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multiplication proPeity,of equal_
k

(ometimes we uSe af,dot tI " to

mean "X" )

associative property muItip ea ion,

Yi

definition reciprocal, -a

property of one.

Zkereisea 7 -6a.

1. -Find the reciprocals of the following bei

3 0.3, -0.3, 0.33, -0.33, 1, -1,

1

Foi- what real value of do the following n bers. have' no{

reciprocals?

a 1, a -F

Consider the sentellQ4

which has the truth set bot sides of the

+ 1

sentence are multiplied by the 1-e._pmeal of a - that is

by
1 and sortie properties of real numbers are used

vhich.-properties.

For a we ha &e

1'.
Atti

1 = and this is elea ly a false



7-6
sentence. Why doesn't this new sentence have the truth`'

set as the= original. sentence?

at property ofopposites corresponds Theorem 7.

at-property of oppdeites corresponds to. Theorem 7 - 4

Bider three pairs of numbOils: '(1) a = 2, b

.1t '13 -5; a -4, b Does the sentence

3

mr hold. trite in all three 'Cases?

sentence true in all three cases o p'roblem

5 Plot theetip ocals

Is it true that. if

on the .nurnberz line.

b ana a, b are_p9Sitive, than.

Try this for some particular-. alues of a and b.

IS It true' that it a > b d a, b arenegatiVe, then'
A'

S bstitute sc:me7partioular values of a., And b.

Could you tell mmediately, which reciprocal is greater

than another ir one of the numbers is pdsitive and he

otY era is httptive? Plot oil the number line.

.10. If a < b, and a and b

prove that'l '1
. 7 > 7

1
. h

Demonstrate thelleor 'the number line.,
, .

z 1
the relation =- '1 hold if.a < b and both a and b are

negative? Prove it or disprove it,

are both positive real numbers,

Hint; Multiply:the inequalitY by

12. Does the relation

Prove. 4isprebve.,

n problem 5 above you showed that fo

hold if a b and A < 0 anti ;1) 0?

a and' b,





oti{:ei. words, the preduct of the .r,e-

number's is pie reciprocal or their p
7:-c;

'Quid we need to test this sentence fo

order to be sure that it is
- zero. Mitird-j_

hat, the *sentence would false e r the 1, , 111, to
.

wi..._ can often4reach probably 'Conclusions by6'observing..
, .. .

t= happens in ,a__ntimber of particular catSes. We ,call this

'era many Y .times

ular nuMbbrs-,

true f9ra_11, real nuMbers-ecept

ndactive reas-oning. But no Matter how many
*dpotive reasoning alone cannot 'assure

s true,. Thus, the fa
Piave all ,,stopped

t that
particular

next car will also std,.

ses we observe,-

900 succo sive
ed light is no

1 1While we c.nr}ot prove a b

a statement is
automobiles

roof : that the

always

by inductive reaSoning, can prove it for all non zero real

reasoning as follow

?roof: ince.

1

7-tha

b
;



Supply the reason for each step in . he proof above.

Can you suggest why we begin. this Proof by starting to work on

a b

.

Notice how Closely the proof of Theore
_

parallels the proof. that the f the opposites of two

numbers is the opposite of thei_ sum. Ft.emember how this r'esuA,

was ved:

b

_ 8.17 - e _senence , _

3. if 1160 = 0, w4at,can you --say about n?

- 0.: can yc u. say; abut= p?

If p-cl 0.1,-N114t can you say about p_.-or

if = 0;;arld we-Rilbwthat p we- say. about

=

The idea guggested by the aboVt-exercises will be a

very usual' One, especiallY . in finding truth sets of "certain.

We are able to pFove the following theorem now byequationg.-

ng the properties of reciprocals.

Theorem 7

A --

For reap nUmbers a and.

only -if' 0 Or '=



Beftus

theore

.Proof:

220

and Only if" we really must prove two

If a = 0 or -b 0 -v then_ ab 0. by the mUltiplicatton.-y- .

prop rty of 0. Thus,_ we have.iproved one part_ of the theorem.

01 the ol:,-emT---n-ateth--To prove er par
If a = 0, the requirement that .0

y?

Why?

0, (Why?)

(Why?)

Why?)

Thus in this case al -the

satisfaed; hence; we have- piN)

theorem

Exercises 7 - 6.
1. If a is between

ement that

d tbeid part the

0;- what -mut---be -true- about 7 and'

be equal to 0. What aboUt (x_.?. 5) then?

or we know the on value, of y which will

X- 17 X a true sentence .15 0.. ":1
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=

we, without just gUeSsingy determine the truth set

of the, equation (x - 8) (x 3) -0?

Find the rc. t et of- each of the following equatiods:
6 _

100) (e) (X 7-

The two basic operations and the inverse of _

a number under these, operatiOns.. In the last few chtipters wok

have 'focused our attention on:,addition and, tultiplicat on -and
.

he inverses under these two operatiohs ooncepts

asic to the yeal number system. Addition and ,multiplica7
a .

ofproperties-by---triemselv s' arid one
'01AP

property connects addition with
4

nome],sr the

distribu tive= property. :All-our- work in algebraiewimplificati n
a .

rests on these properties and on -thO various .onsequences

them which relate additionf posIte d

reciprocal.

We have ,poihted Qut thata,the -distributive property_

conhvets addition and multiplication. It is instructive to see
6,

*whether' such a relationship .ibccuri fop every Combination of
a

a

_ _additiong-multiplication _oppos it _reciprocal _in_pairs

Let. write down all posbible combinations.

Additfon an
.

property, a b

Tqication: he .distributive

cab + ac.



AdditiOn and opposite: We have ,proAre
P

,b) = -a + 611).

:AdditiOn'apd reciprocal: We -fidd that there is no
. !.

-simple relationshi between a 7 b

there are no real numbers at allif or which the
Oxpressions' represent the.-iame 'number.- This

unfortunate lack or xelatioriship is considers le
,

of trouble in algebra for students -who,. unthinkingl

assume .that ,,these expres ons represe
4

number.

4. Multiplication aid opposite:

-;(ab

ultiplication- cA. We- -have p

This ..,aft. relation, is a new----o shoui :b p ove
4,. s.

,-- 4
0

The proof may be obtained from- ,;iabove b a ng-
.

b by -a'. The pr°oof is left t, In'

What is the- reciprocal X?

--State_ _(,),_

any similarity in the eprope_ -Explain.



a,

n :o :pro
-we 'd edsbtraction termS-, of a diti51-:

- A

nverSe under addl
.

Since .is erelated- to multi plication4in' mU-C

yarn "daLy,:aS subtraction is related to, addition t mlgh

ip,liqation. This is exaCtly what' We do,

means

sha

efirf

. .

:the

"ithri%tic .

is call
als

cour0e. r:rs also the . bOI

.



h ;\, e4: -a.' arithmetic We still- shall use ,it

f _77- 'is mere= convenient and will be

algebra-.-

c'easio

situti:on

all we eve be able to divide

a st being- ed into are impos s-ibl

entiy trying td divide bys zerQ.
ethen, this rdefi -of-,,divi

,

'about -division which, we already have in

4 arithme

1_,

n I ,
' z

d there are fifteen -. s in,-
:
7I ari
,

the examples
. .

veil --- ve,j r , verified.
w

.:_____

er ay to think of d onivisi is say,- it divided

that number -which 'multiplied by' b gives Since.
,0 .- ( -10), then ---3- . .-.5; since (- -15) 3 then

,How many b re- are' there ire

lhatinuMber multiplied y b gives

.a times the reciprdeal of b.

(d) Compare your !.results in- (b), an



above,.

The*quotient

viii)= The numerator is 28 -and the,denomina or

i The .ratio of -9000 to 200.

The divisor-
2

and the dividend is

(xi) The denominator is ,4.and the numerator is

12

In problem 2

division,-yOurwrote 1?.=
17-

you found that indicate the

When you asked, "What numbefi-multiplieq

by 17 give 1 2?" the-best.way you could` answer was to write

the -fraction -1.
.: 17:

14b eh: you ltiplied by the reelpt.Ocal-
\

-.of l4,-ybititgot I and could- not gc further,
rr

Here we have another ample of-usilOthe

this time the bar between the I2-andthe-17;x1_,th two fe ent

meanings, but still being able to Aerate withoutonfur _on.

.Sinbe 1 divided-bYH17 givee the fractiOn
17

t doesrioti
.4

the bar as a symbol sayingmatter whether we,interoret
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A

or as.:-a'-s bol between the numerator _and the_ denominator. of a

fraction This iticidentally, explains why we use numeratOr

and denominator" _interchangeably with "dividend -and divisor."

- -

Actually, we have a thir0 meaning of the bar iri 1

where it indicates the reciprocal f 17. But since the
0

reciprocal of 17, and the fraO n. . And the result of
17

dividing, 1. by .17 are all ,the same :number, we may use, the bar

.

with.any one bf these three meanings..

(b)

.Tie ,adreement we --find between the results in _par_

) of Exerciies 7 - a, suggests-the following theorem:
ti

Theore- 7 - 7. 1f 0, then a-

c
_

f

ThiS amounts to saying .that "a divided by -b' 1- ;the nymber

which multiplied by bgives a".

Again, in 040, to prove a t ieorem nvolving
--

and only if" we must prove, two -things. First; we mu8t show

that if (b X 0) then a = cb. The'.fact that we want

o obtain- cb on the rigIrt '8ugges

,ltiplring bOth sides .

Proof: if c

artin the proof by

y, b

then . a -- e c

a



cb,

a = cb.
we must show-that i 'a cb / ,then This:

he tact _that we dQ not Want b on the right suggests
t e proof` -by tying both sides, a cb by 73-

'which-is=p0siible, since b F Q.

Proof: If a cb / 0 'then.
b

b0_

--Supply the reason for each step of the above proofs

method

%divisor.

The second part- of this theorem supports our cus-tomary
,

checking division by multiplying -the quotient by.the

__Exercises 7 - 8b.

1 In the following prOblems perform the indicated divisions

and check by rratatipiying the quotient by the: divisor.

-2_500 -97
-976



Comme'nt on -0--
: 0

When dividing a positive number lot. negative number.,

- the quotirt. positive or is t negative. What if we divide

a negattve number by a -positive number? What We divide

a negative number by a negative number?

PrOve- that= a =quotient Is positive if its dividend and.

divisor, are- both- positive both 'negative,- and is negativA.

if ode- is Positive and .-:the ther is .negative.

&how that if the quotient of two realr..humberS

the product of, the numbers -also is positive, and if the
quatien4t is negative, the product is negative.-

"Find the truth set
(-a) 6y

(b) 2x

-20 + 5

(d) 3x 7

II
5

each of fcllowirik.equationet

In problem can you' suggest more tpan.. one -:way' o

the recrui 'truth sets without guessing'?
2--If -it-takes--- o a-pound-of -sugar--to;-make__one_ __haw

banquet:

ult is
many _pounds of. sugar ard- heeded for 15 cakes

If six tlines a /lumber I decreased .by 5, the re



discount sale, a'Chair7As marked X30.00. What

was the price 'of the Chair before the sale ?

Onehal of a niimber is 3. more than,one-Isixth
,

number.-. What 18 theiTaMber?.

e same,

13 Mary bought 15 three ..cent tamps-and-some Pour-cent samps.

If` she paid 1-.80:for all the Stampsi-was she charged the
k

correct at t
C

cOins-which'are nickels: :Pennie- -and dimes.

He has tour male dimes thari'pehnies'and six more nickels,

than dimes. nom many ofeadh.kind of*co-n has' he? Now

,much money, does-he,_have?

15. ,- who is %aving his money for, a bicycle, said,

dollar,more than three times the - amount 1 iow

h'S.ve-,I will have.enpugh money tor. my,ticycle." If ,the,..

"When

. r

bicycle costs 7, hoW,much money.does,John have' now'

Two ti4ains leave New York at the same time; one travels

north at m.p. And the other south at 40111.p.h. After
, .

*11''

. -

howtany hours will' they be 125 mile S apart?
A plane- :which -t a average speed

-,_

or: 200 .h when

no wind, is blowin siheld back by a hOad wit d and' takes

iles. 51hat is the1
hours to c.omplet

av erage speed of the-wind?

The sum. of three sucCeSS_vev sitive integersiisd.08,94Find

the' integers. 4 !

1-

19,__The_aut_of_tw_o_::sUcCe tegers i- less than:2._



'21. Find two ,8onSeCUtive odd positive integers -h se,:s

than 61,1,6441 to ,t43.

II merchant, Made, a mixture of 150 lb . off' tea worth$109.'50

by= MiXing te o Is.25 a pound with' tea worth 65 tents-
4-=-

tin& How many pourlds of each kind did he _usE

.11ow many quarts of permanent antifreeze- must. be added to

3. gdl of
.

olution make it a'25 solution?

7 RatiOnal number's
-

We Tind- that. many numbers

. .can be expressed as the quotient of:wo integpmi. (What are

Anteker? ) Thus -5
-10 387.

,7and are alre'ady Britten as quotie'n
8-

tegers

We quite ftaturallY ;ask Whether ever near number: CO

be'. written as an integer divided by an- integ

a few.

Exercises

Suppose we _try

In each 4.-f, the follwink, to eiPre
0

s the quotient_ of two llatogel-s ... 1s i possible t

than:one way?

9.

You _ ould' be., oll2zred b-
-

. . .

bls = ancd s 2--.and- shourd



n -en integ- e'r4 for these

numbers, . shall prOV :acannot be written s,_...._ %
. .

the quotient of --4no,-.integers 1 In fact there are many such

numbers .which- are7 not quotTent of any Integers ,ti,-
. .

n

uotient of twc

e 'rational numbers

hich can _be expressed--_ as the

-integers . All %Other- real

,-y-ou have not yet2 rne.t) we

nd ot

9b

F

U

CQpis-ider. the i sets f ratApnal numbers of
. .'the fermi b --ere are integers.

The: sets of. all _ntege = a)

The set of; ail.: oddA .inteder

:set .of '!1_11 rational -ntimbers ha.ving- b .

et--.of .nU __ers avin b

_f all rational numbers having 4-

eger

-the sets_ tio E par_ate

number -line

_F each or dep -Te e e set _plosedk

under additic
For, each of -thes,a130:ve ids yrhgther the se lased



e a- subset- o _ any or jtne can u-u Lob

D .and,

.Descrite the set- wh h :co
X

0.1LuAL/

all the numbers whiph
is chlled theare. in both. sat' C. and- set D.

interddati C and D. ) Desc ,inters:edtion of !A
-

arid E. Of A and D . Of B -'and C . f3C and E.

DeScrlbe the set whf-i consists of all- the numbers which

are in either (se or se=t E. `1111.s set is called the.

funion: or B and E.) rib - h `union. of C and D. Of A

t of all tivna numbers closed under addiW_o

action? Under multiplic ion? Under- division.

Fractions . In arithmetic fraction is the

quotient or twei
- awnbers 'include

.

arithme

'Ounting numbers; so you see -that the rational



ow are
=

of7.algebra extendS: in

th ractiori

-1

-1-
o larger; _Variety,' ,press

.

alsO: Shall develop _more algebraic

Let Us firstecidSidermultiplieatiOn
11,2 5rithmetfd- CU wrote-- x -.Sine

3 7
qubtients and we -find iiuotiert§ terms

fret examihe'iIrOducts 'of reciprocals

_Tractionai

4ctiOn

-rea-iproc-aT_

such

shal e ahl t pr-ovitt*kly that we et
,._ _

inVolving -real n ''tiers just as yoU- id in arithmetic
For product of ,reCiprocalso we, already have a thebrern:

.

'orem 7 ;which ,states that; for all nerv-zero at' and
1. _
a b, ab

x- 1Now' apply tile definition( of diyAsion. and t0

°flowing -theorem ip readUy proved.

Theorem 7

d-

For real 'numbOrs

Proof:

(Why?)



T

1-FT-71-7

01'14

h 1.1]st1p1SrHone

sI9--every_Tational number a frac

rational number? -Explain;

procedure , .ollowp there nuariber y for .wilich!,

enter ice ig true then by the addition' property of



.,.,
the rmuitiplit:a ion ri-ope tiality,,

..__

, 1-y
1 ,. 1 9E plalp: o: was taindd, e iproo y,,.rnentione

i - &, i,.. .-
o Or-1" ind- ,,,c g , is th :el on -o ''the# quatibri

, ..
butt tp.ere',, '. -a ! e a -to h Sete Ldt "As

to: -i-dti' e,,e41441.0 ,f: ±4 i one oribr tibn. TIT .

, -,,; \ = , =

. \ 1-a nnumber -aboilid.
"

we, rims. It lzr. both s:'5,41e of the eq ation to dpi_
-h ConLSider, the fra

,,
of , t ese' thiee -fraetiona wi'_1 '--0403d. S'.n. int0gpi--,:7-1.,_

,0 '- rYOU 0 kolarse coose -1 . -id d 24 do- -just _as 'wel
_`

a Hi'4,11- -IP oth sides of c.--
------,,-1-

7 ------- .='._
-

-F. ,-__

- _7. -

by'. 12, givng to equation,.__

_...-_ ...

41 -

I

integers, hat numbek. when multip.1iea,
_

-en

-woras,
-4 7



.,\CPInd,L he 01'

We --saw e-,-)rider
-callo. the ratio of

'`sentence in the

_ a .p,ronortion. s read. proportion

-Th4se,w'rdsare convenient when we ar e using division to Show

relative siie of wo numbeibs.

and a pr-oportioh- is

- these 61-ro words rare. j lJ

aaready

Example! 51140 partn6s in a firm are to div d tthe profits

ratioi If the nen receiving /the larger share receiVes.

Since a ratio action,

sentence ----inVOIVing fractiens.,=
. '

for things with which we ire
U

I (

ch does the ether. partner, receive?



atler share i

5130.. 1711
:550_ 1710

.O'
Notice .hpw saying $h at Vie shares are

to I wrliting -.the pro or i *on
X550

I

Exercise
lr 6-in tchool the ;ratio o14- bo?rs' to atrial-was0-

_ .there sere 26000_ stude_-ww
there?

.

a shipment- -of_ 80a

That is tyre :of defective
p

the- shipment?

atie- o. s:Sudents'

ofT the ---ratli6s were defective.

non-defective =radios

2

ber _ are there?
why- we -may

Ilhat are the numb-

there -ar-e 1197 students., 'how, many -fa8uity.

two" numbers are in the ratio exolP.i.

represent e numb

P-ooye that if 17; a -d-_

Show, using -the grope

as 5x?and. 9xe-.

then. ad\_=

and b

t



proportio is true, uge probleins,

, ruepropentl-bor---e-ka
tIl en xq yp- or

Hence,.. by prAl

me tic how
t

to

two frdotions are

What is the

infolved in this

Property of --one

simplify to

you have idng 4-flown

Ow do. we :knoW that
}

equal?: Does it help to - Write -,,

4 2

of - 1? DQ you _see how-the number

Show' similarly how the property of 1 explains
270a-
200.

In or'd to!extablish this us-e of` 1 'for all real numbers,

we. ,prove the rolloW g tkieorem.

Theorem 7

In- order;-to/ sirnpll

and _the property of -1- that n--'1

-.-35xy
Thut

lax
s

__. ..
. ..

% Have you no eed. inr this -example hew iiyach uvs e -you make of
-... .. .

: .-

-3-SZ 7xfact9,rs '1) The re oh, i why you can write as
14x

you know that .5 and 7 and x and v are ail, facto s of the
-. .

rator, and,': and a x are factors of. the denominatt.r.'
- .

. We= then'. use the corimltative and associative .properties to, Aira

r9ctio'n of the form
c
Arran .,theses;: fict.ors"' so that



Obtained.-
f

2.7-x
.g

11a.
T.--

MO_
7. , 2 Tk

In trip f llowing.prOblemff; perform the ihdica-ted open tons,., 4 -and siMpli fhe.results, showing :the ,use ?pf the properties .of '-1-._

55 6r.1 -lha.. .

11-617 7n
. 02

a . 266 -:- b
2y .. 2 a -11 a ' b

a- , ,130-
10p -- -10y2 . -

*1 -
2a. 3b
'17 -37

.ILL-I''-.7

'41.5

-( - x ) . ( . 16. . .

20- ,

We saw in the 'above exercises how we are able to imp ify

fractions if = the-i-e are which are the e in the

numerator and denominator.. On the other ,hand there are some

situations in lAihich it is c.onvenient to increase;- the number of

factor's in a fraction: again we can use the properties of one

suppl_y_7the_fac_tors_wene'd

.11For instance; how can compa 3h 41e With to see which _

:112

is greater'? It is easy to -e-ompare 7
an because- their

- . , sit 29 4 _...,
Pdenominators are -the same. If we could mate the 'denominators o

-----
34

nd the -Barrie withwt changing
35 . 4.

e -of= each -fraet ton,



steps-

-,-

lake our comparison ea0..117. 4In'the.fo1lowing-series.

ivuTi711,w.y_we,perti-on--and:-Irow7w=e-aru

permitted to perform It..

Mftich number greater?.

,Asappthr.ekaMple the use of the-proverty

- tile. following division 'of.fracti

1, consider.

Why did we mul

t

9aX

42a) 5 (10).(.

! ,1 I5x
ip led-_us --o choose

eanyou suagestin , = othe ,tuation v need supply

.ore_faCtora_in_the_denom -c_Tdr fraction

1. Find fraction equal the- -1V.en frac riwi

indlcated denominator shoWin oiearlyybur use of. the..

prbperties 9f 1.:.J101., --pie if-we want a fraction wi



den 5 20natcir 8 'ana-equal to w wits r 8

'with denominator 36.

,4a with denominato 24ab.
3b

with'denp

at with denominatp

2x- with deno in ,ter 3rw 2

with denothinator 21.;:

In each of the following pairs o number , de ermine which-

number i greeter.

6' ' , 42 -A 36andn-
al-

d'
243 A 242-'

43

57 36. and - T-3 (r) 8
and

-72 . 54

Arrange the follow in numbers in order f r itude :

11

Prove the theorem:

0 a

Prove 'the theorem:

acthen -77

If. 0 - and hen



t
-Pe_for the Indicated 'c. perations

1,31

/Lk

31*,

eachVInd,the truth' et o a 6f-the followin utions:



._---hich ,is greatef., o the. 4 onumerors- :two _

.

ti _

actions'_ are the ewe -and he depominatbrs are-ditferent--.
=

and all are, positive 'numbirs, ,how can;' you tell in g6neral
c-h is the greater fraCtion?

hich-is greater for any '*--positive'

Viz r

In general,

or7 trie stif.
b a + b

7777
we add. radtions When their denominatprs are not

e?- If we are _going :to- calculate sumS Hsuah as

we must change the -fortm of one or more or. the fractions involved
,

. .
. -

so that their denominators become the same without changing the
=

value of any fractron.
=

:-+ 6b 4b I lla -F_
24 '24-

, 24.

In this third example, the +s ll st number which:: is a multiple
of both 8 and, 6 is. 24.. ,,



surriclenv f141 Ttt 4 .1-4uanu p

same denominator for all ihe-fractions.

S-17iS.11:1-jir-h how, with the help tS.6t6rS,

/lumber, systeMatica1ly in _ ore complicated. cases.

Exe r s 7- 12.

next chapter '*0

.

k ,

1. Terfolsm the following additions
-

and subtractions,, using ,the

farm indicated in the Aamples above:
)

.,

dr%7i
89

a

5

10 , a 2a

fr)
4a a
7 35

2 a

(h 411

3x 6x

Find the truth set of each of the following equations:

a

3 6

2 4 5

9

) 31ur

6

(g)
12

2

21

1

2

Prove that a
-

+ b for real n tiers a,cc
0

Prove thattha +
b

d

d (c # 0, d 0

od

4t.

and,

for real numbers a, b, c, and

, Why do-we not need a separate theorem for subtracting

fractions?



theotner. rinapne r

The numerator .of tile.fraction is increased by

The value of the resuiting fraction is

._amount.mas the numerator increasedl

13 1
of a number is 13 mdre than off the number. What is

y what

the number.

_a_ -7
Joe is

3

_

as old as h father In 12 years-he will' b
2

as old as his father then is. How old is Joe? His'father?

10. The Yankee' on August I had won U8 games and lost 52.

I

They have 54 games left on thgir sChedule. Let us suppose

that to win the pennant they must finish with a standing

of at least .600. How many of, their remaining games must

they win? What is the highest standing they can get? The

lowest?

11. The sum of two positive integers I.7 and their difference

is 3. What are the numbers? the sum of the

reciprocals of these numbers? What is the difference o

the reciprocals?

12, (a) If it takes Joe 7 days to paint his house, what part

of the job will he do in one day? -How much in d days?

If it takes Bob 8 days to paint Joe's house, what

part of the job would he do in one day? in d days?

If Bob and Joe work together what portion of the job

Would they do in One day? What portion in d days?

(d) Referring to parts.(- ), (b translate the



Q a

7 8

Solve Abis -open- sentence - --for d. '- What -does -d-represent?--

What portionof.the painting will Joe and 'Bob, working`
a

ogether, do in one day?

7 - 13 Complex fractions. If a fraction has one

or more fractions in its numerator or denominator, it is called

a complex fraction. Consider the example:

3

_ 7

2 '8

1 6 18

7 11

8
Observe that multiplying by 1 in the form 7

_inates fractions from both the numerator aired the denominator._

in this example a number of steps were dope mentally Fihd

those steps and explain them, giVing the properties used. Why

8
did we choose ?: How could you decide in general what number

to use for this purpose? What number would you pick for this

purpose? What number would you pick

of the following examples?

5

2 1

7

or this purpose for each

5 6

1

.

1

x

Exercises 7 - 13. Perform the indicated operations in problems

1 - 1 9.





22. 2x
1 4 5,

i2

/
Show howthe'di iei on can be performed in problems 6, S, 9'

0

7 4

25.

6x
5

÷
2 5

x

a
by u_inethe definition of

.

dlvision:i = a .

16%



_Write he_ firat stWIn_using_the_distribu operty-t

3x.expan

) -10),

,

sentences. TheShOlethat ri and
20

know.imme4iately tha

t

t-ruq.

h edge of-a.square is made twic, as 191g. i .How much has

the perimeter been increased? How much has. he area been

ih eased?

A ;pan tributes 102k between his children in amounts

preportioned.to their ages. The older. is 1, and the

younger 3, How much should each receive?
F

Ina class of 10 pupil a the, avenge grade was 72.
t

The
$

students. with the two hi --st grades,-94 and 98, were

transferred to another -class, and the teacher decided to

find the average of the grades of the 8 remaining students.

What was the new average'

Given the set S of all the even -inteers, (positive and

negative and zero) which of five operations, (1) addition

2) btractlon, (3) multi lcation (Wdivislon

54- average, applied to every pair-of-the'61ements of Si '

will give only element,. of S? Describe your concluslop8-in

terms of "closure

A haberdasher sold two shirts for X3.75 each.

she lo-t25 crbf the cOst and on the second he gained 25

On the first



eVeft1/4on. th wa a;-1.7,1,,-

Ho --,

Find the dyer e of the numbe s

x.A...-
._x.

v 7 filhoffe.

x '
x

. .. :

A ,man travels-160 .miles` due west ,at a...rate-of 3

mile and returns by' plane at'a Tate

What was his total traveling time?
. ..,-

rate 'of -Tfor the en=tire triP?-

11. A
,-

set ten numbers' has. a sugrt. -If

0

What

11eq per/minute,

'161a, his average

_

increased by 4, then. mu!tiplied by 3, nd thin decreasdd by

4 the new total Will be how much? if you had tWentST

numbers instead of ten and the s-ame .conditions, hat would

be the new total? I

12, If 17%+ a = 0 what property real numbers s us

)1

once that-the sentence-will be true for g -17?

Which of the folio wing name real numbera?'-

) (b) 3:1

(g)
1161

3.0 (d)
0

0
5+

For each part write -el her twee sinplt °name

for the number or the .reason why it is not a number.

14. A rectangu4r swimming pool 29 yard's-long and x yards wide

has a -idewalk of se1ven -foot width-built about it. If the

outer edge :of the walk forms a. rectangle, ite an open

phrase far the number of feet it ,the pert

outer edge.

e er of that



compoun epee_

4 or

= (0i1-1 and_B m (-1, 0,'1)
A

nder-VhIchof'tlie `operations addition-, subtraction--

d.

multiplication, livisibn is set A closed?, -set B?

.If C is the set of number's obtained by squaring4

elements belongi_g either to set A or set B, enumerate

set C. Is it a subeet of of ,B?

3x A- 5
19. Given the fraction what is., the only ,value o x.

for'which this no a real number ?. I
k

2
20. (a) A positive rational number is equal to If its

. . v 3

,numerator- less than 24, what can be said'of its

!denominator?

(W,If the denominator is,. less than, 24 what can be said

of its,numerator?

21
t

23.

The product of two numbers is 2. IfNeJne the numbers is

-less than 3, what is the other? If one is leSs t an -3

what is tha other?

`Does division have the associative p opert -9 This is, is

(a b)

is division commutative? ,Give reasons for your answer.

b Give reasons for your answe

24, For real nume-P a, b, c sh ©w that if ac be and



or a nu oerw increaseu cy L.1w 1J. 4.U0

he amber dimi ished by 25, what is the nUmber?,

LaSt year tennis bal cost d -dollars a dozen. This

year the price c erlts per =dozen higher than ,last'

year. Wtlat will half a dozen balls cost at the present
4

ati

tg?

7. bt;y hat-95 Cent's nickels and dimes .- I -hg- has -12

coins hpw aany are nickels?

1
28. If' x a+ = and

a
a = what is the va ue of ax + a

,294 William has five hourd at hib CqOposal. How far can he

ride his bicycle into the woods a the rate of 8 miles

....

per hour and return at the rate of 10 miles per hour.

N

--30. A procedure sometimes used to save time A averaging -large

numb rs is to guess at an average, 'Average the differences,

d that average to your guess. Thus, .if.the numbers

averaged say your test coresare 78, 80, 76, 72,

_-90, a .reasOnable guess for your average,might be

60. We find how far each of our numbers is from 80..

78-- 80

80 - 80' 0

The sum of the differences is

The average of the differ-

.
.

76 - 80 Addin ,is to-4 ences -

72 - 80 . -8 80 give 78

85 80 e 5

'70 - 80 -10

average. Can you explain wny

this works?

90 89 = IQ

weights of a university football squad were posted as:



Find tile- average weight for the by the me

(4ffebrides:exDiained 1n ;problem
, .

ptional) ,.Given the set (1;.- 10 j, j) and the folio wing

1

1

(a) Is the _set closed under multiplioation?

(b) Verify that this multiplication is commutative for

the cases ( -1, j -j) and (-1, '.j).

Verify that this multltaacationdEis associative for

the cases j, -j) and (1, 31, j)

Is it true that a x 1 = a, where a 1s any element

(1, -1,

(e) Find the reciprocal of each'element in this set.

s an ied membe of the ind the

h set f the followin3 make use of uestion

(h) J2 x-x

(i) J3 x x



8 - 1. Factors and div_isib'klity. Once upon a time, ere

was a farmer whose total property amounted to 11 cows This

farmerhad-three-sons, and-wheri-hedied,_he-left_a_will_ .

provided that 7 -his cows should be left to Charles,. of his

cows to Richard, and
1 of his cows to Oscar. The boys quarreled

'greatly over this beCause none of them wanted the non-integral

Pieces of bovine matter which the will seemed to require. As

they were arguing, along the'roadcame's. stranger, leading a cow

which he-was_taying.to market.- The three boy onfided their

problem to him, and the stranger replied: "That's simple. Just,

let me give= you my cow, and then try it." The boys were delight-

ed, for they now had 12 cows instead Of 11. Charles took half of

__these, --ylichard- took his quarter,'that is and Oscar his

Sixth; namely 2 cows. The 11 cows which th? fathr had left

were, now happily, divided; the stranger took his own cow and went
*D.

on his way.

that you my not obmpla n that the boys did not g_t

_ .

-exactly what the will provided, obserVe that each in fatt got

more, for 6 .>
11 and- 2 > (can you prove these

-inequalities However, 'there.is something fishy about the

Apoblem and-it must be with the provisions _f the will. What

is it that made,such an unusual solution possible?



a5,,lo V ..0 p.-LwAq. Q.0

whic h we now want to look; For some reason0'it wa

tb -a l'.'with-Il-coWS-thanwith-11--.---And-mhat was tl l re-atOhl

ttwas that 6 and 4.-and 2 all div=ided into 12 exactly, while none

of :these, and indeed very. little se, seems to divide into.11

exadtly. Andthis is an important distinctibh between 12 and 11:

there-are-many,numbers,which-divide-eVenly-into-120-but7Very-fevr--4.

that divide into

It's a bit clumsy to write "divide into" all the time,

so we thall use a more compact mathematical term for this.

==_L_ shall say that6 is a "factor" of 12 'because 6 x 2. = 12; similar-

ly) a factor of 12 (because 4 x 3 = 12)0 and so on.- Is 3

also a factor of 12? Is 2?

the number 5, however, would not be a -.factor of 120 because

we cannot find another integer such that 5 times that integer

equals 12. Of f-course 1 and 12 are also-factors of 12. Given

any positi e integer, 1 and the integen_itself always divide

that integer; because such factors are always present, they are

not very interesting. So we shall 'ca:.ti 2 and 3 and 4 and 6-

'proper factors of 12; these and 1 and 12 are"a11 factors.ors. The,

number 11, howelier, does not have any proper factors, because

no pos tive integer other than 1 and 11 will divide 11 evenly.

Now we are ready for a more precise definition of, a properG
factor:

The posit -e.integer ni is a proper factor of



_the posAtive4.n:Geger =

is a\nositilie integer which equals neither

a-

nor n.

Does it follow from _h -Idefinitfontha

neither 1 nor n?

Try

"proper

rite a similar defini

Since is a factor

Is it true that if m is a.fact

"fac

then Is

then
m

_ also an equal

I I, ithout he-
.

actor of 18?

factor of n?

Is the _- e-true for proper facto How can:yeu tell?

exercises 8 -

If he andwer to the question is "Yes write the number in

facto ed form as in the definition. If the answer to the

question is "No", justi y in a similar way.

Sample: Is 5 a factOr of 45? Yes, since 5 X 9 45.

Is 5 a factor of 46? No, _since there is no

integer q such that 5q 6..

-1. Is 2 a factor of 24?

Is 3 a factor of 24?

Is 5 a factor of 24?

Is 6 a factor of 24?

5. Is 9 a factor of 24?

6. Is 13 a fabtor of

7. Is 1 2 a factor of

8., Is 21 a factor of 2h ?



gds .raotO

i i 30 :a -facto i6r 5107

Is- a 'factor of 20)19

-10 ,a factOr of 3,00 009,

Is 3 a factor pf 151.4,81?

14 6 a; factor of 151',821?

s 1 a factor of 1 7, 3,

If any 4of the following' numbers a, e factorabi
.

have prOper

raettgps .:11n4), such a factor, and the product which equals_the

ellen number:aild uses this factor,

17. 51 37-

2 6 -23

123

31.

32.

8

95

52. 28. 57 33. ..129

29 74 . 55- ) 65 34. 141

93 25. .61 122 35. J.01

Let us .now onsidefora moment how you Can tell whether

2 is a factor of a given number. Which of the-numbers with

which y91,1 just worked, did have 2as a fact th L4e an easy,

way to tell whether or not 2 is a factor of a number?. Can you

convince yourself that your answer is right?,,
-

Let a now look at the numbers 5 and 1Q, When is 5

factor of some iroltvgei

time; every thultiple

Yu tiave probably known this -for some

f 5 ends _ either a 5 or a 0, and every-,

thing that ends in a 5 o ra 0 is a multiple
r

5. Also every

multiple of 10 ends in 0, and every number which' ends 'in 0 is



a multiple of- 10. But w can now -io* at thiS in a slightly

`different- way: -a number has 10 as a- factor i and only if it

-th 2_ and at-__factors, Numbers which have 5 as a factor

mu t end in

:be even; hence,,

,or 0 and numbers which have 2 as a factor .must
r .

. _

a mumber is to have both 2- add 5-as- a' factor.
-

it must end in 0. Can you formulate what we have just said in

.
terms- of two sets and members common t both?

_ erciset 8 =4- lb.
. -

Think about a

also a test for divisibility by a. The following examplep

should- gives you some 1'66Jhints on the solutions but don't be

disapp-diated-- if a Sitple-'rule for 3 to -be-a-factor- of-a-number-----------

escapes y9u for the moment, for is rather tricky..

1. _IrDivisibility by 4..

a factor?

hiCh of the -lalOWleig-nutribert7hav4-a-s--

1C-6, 40, 306, 806 -006;

18, 118,-.5618-j 72, 5? Do, you See the. test . ow any

digits the number =do. you -have: to:.donsider.

28, 128, 228
_

Divisibility -by 3: Which of the -folio numbers have_ 3 as

factor? 270.207, 2097, 72 792i 161 '96, .601 :, 61,

1006 . HOw about 36, .306, 351 e- that 5- 1 . 6) -315,

51-3- 5129, 32122?- -Do -you-remember- how divis ibility-bY_

wa6 handled in .problem 4 of ,Exercite '3 6, 'page 92?

wrote 2357.® 2 1000. 3(100) ± .5 (1,0):4- 7(1)-

2 999 -F 1

999) 3(99) + 5(9)

_till 3(11) (1) 9 2



The

-3_?.emem he_rule

sibil -y by 9, can you now` formulate a rule for divisibility

by 3? Warning;' if a nUiliber is divisible by 3, it divi--

sible by

If-you knoW a test for' both 2 and 3, what would be .a test

Optional Certain modern eleptrohic computing-machines

use the octal system f numeration for their internal symbolid

codes. It -is- -intereSting -to-consider diVisibility of a number

'Written to the baSeeight.,

4 The sequence of oven - numbers ihe base 8-

-10, 1 16, 20, .. Propose a rule for divisibility by

Can you find an argdment which would corvine most

pedple that Srour.-rule is correct. Can . you write

any number -to-to the base 8' as:n(8) + ldSt digit?)

The :numbers with 3 as A factbr-Are. the multipleS

14 :the base beSeare -3, 6 11, 14, 17, 22 25,-.

there a:Simple rule for divisibility, y,:,3

-You can -see-that- rules which- were

may not be simple for thea base 8,' Conversely, tests which

the7bas-

f.

were difficult to devise in base 10- may be easy in Daze

Devise a rule for divisibility Of b. number in the ba*e

out thd multiples of 7, get an idea,



to the way y-yOu would bate10) .8incei.n easy

rule can be devised; would it bp:wOrthWhile- teconvert.base

ten- numerals to.baSe.eight_nUmerals- in Order.to test_ for

divisibility by 7. (There is no simple test for 7 with
.

_numbers to the usual base 10. Would Such a-conversion sa

any time?

7. Devise a tes

Prime numbers.- We have -been talking of factors of,

positiVe integers over the positive integers, I0 thesense that

when we write

mg n

we a6c-elpt onIy'positive integel4s n.and g. We could;

Caurse,-if We_ wanted tp accept :.eat. ive integers;70r.any=ration.--.

al numbers or even any real -numbers, as .factors. But if you

consider these possibilities for a moment, you will bee that

','they do not dhd much to our undeir.standing If for exec ple, you

permit negative ±ntegerS as factorsi dc,you really find anything

-new. How are the factOrs which involve negative integers related-

to-those which involve positive integers only

---- -You-get-

dithers as

number

different-pictureifyou'-accept_all_ratio al

ible:factord of positive -integers.. The ra rational

extended-.would.be a factor4of 13, in this

Cali.- you ffilifftoTinY 14f I cp.-

numberl'in fat,. which would not be a factor or13 inhis

.Is the_sitaation any different if you 'permit factoring ove

'F



arbitrary _real :numbers?

You Sep that-if 'YoU.try factoring positive inte ger over

the-rationals or over'the realsi then everything becomes a factor

cif everything; Such a kind of factdring, threfor60_ would not

-add anything to our, understanding of the-Structure of-the real

,number systemiand sOweshall.-noteOnsider :it. further.

aetorini-over7-the positive integers tells u6- nterebting--things

and so when_we_speak of .factoringll'a:.positive intdger, we Shall

always mean over .thepositive integers..

Most of you-are qUite millar. with the set:of-positive-
,

.

integers'since you haVe been working with this set dime . kinder-

=

garten-or_earlier.__But_hav_e_you_e_ven considered the fact that

all you need. `to "geherate he Whole -set is-the number 1 Eind-

-----:addition?- For add 1 and 1, you .get 2; add 1 -toy -21_you_get

3; add 1-to you get 4; and o,o- By adding 1 to each new

number generated you w111 generate. a new By continuing

this process indefinitely you will* have generated the entire

set of positive integers.

---
Exercises 8 .---

and addition only. What.Generate, a set of .numbers us in . .

s'this set Balled? Which members of.this set have 2 as a

proper factor.

--Gemra-Wa-g-et7-of-numbers-u in -3 -and7add1±IJ5n-oni-y-

is:this set---ca1:led? --Which-member of has---set have 3r* a

proper factor?



We -have listed below'S.Setof positive Int-gers

al:to 100. Cross_oOt'the numbers in whidh-2 is- a

proper fadtor and write a 2-below each of these numbe s.-,.

1 7 9 10

11 l2 13 14 °15-. 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 '25 26 27 .28 29 30

31. 32 33 34 35 36k_,,_,7'37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 . 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 56 57 8
4.

59

61 62 63 64 65 66 6T 68 69 70

71 72 -73 7 75 76 77 8 79 80

1 82 83 84 85 86 8 ---- 90

91 92 9 3 -94 - 95 6 97 98 99 100

What is the first number afte 2 which has not been

crossed but It should be 3. Now cross .out all -numbers

which have 3 as proper factor-and:write a 3. below each,

of the nubbers--. If a number has .tread 'been crossed

o-tat with a 2 do not cross-it out again but

What.is the first number after three which' has not been

,crossed out Cross'out numbers which have as proper

factors the answer to the previous question.. Continue
=

the_ fifth step your piCture should



Did- the---picturei-changefrom -the -4-th---step--

or why not91 If you, are haVing: difficultY -with this .que8tidn

erhaps It would help if you would _consider the first liumber

crossed out in each step.- 4ow. far Would, the set of nUMbers

have, to be extended before the pictUre after the: 5th step

would be different. from the picture after the 4th step?

in the set of 100 positive ihtegers you ave crossed,Out

all- the numbers which have proper: factor Thus ..the remaining

numbers have no proper

a -priMenumber

each of these numbers

ber is a :positive integdr
6

greater than 1 wh- eh has no -Prope r facto s
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s it poatible tO'firict all the primes in the set of positive

integers---by the method we have just deed (called -the Sieve of

41-,stosa.)? Is it possible to find all the =prime less than

tome given pqsitive integer by this method? What IS the next
6 ,

prinie 7.

Prime factorization. Let us now, return to the sieve-

= of Eratosthenes, which we have constructed, and bee what else

we can learn from it. Considtr,, or example!, the number- 63.

-It cis crossed out, and hence 63 is not' a:prime. When- did we

cross 63 out? We see from the diagram that 63 was. crossed out

when 'we were morking with 3. This Means, if you stop and think

about it, -,that 3 AS the 'smallest prime- factor of 63. Actually,

follows from-what we have ust_said that is the smallest

-proper factor of 63, rdgardless of the Hprime"._ Do you see why?)

Since 43-id-the smallest prime factor of 63 us divide it

out.- obtairi. 21; and once again, we can loo m our chart -to

see. if 1 is a prime-,. We find...that it is and' that -4iti--fatt--
3 is A f.a tor of .21'. DIVide 21 by 3, and yoU Obtain 7 if you

look' for on the chart you find that it is .not Grossed ou

that 7 is a. prime _and. Can be factored no further.. Now w

it that we have learned from all this? '.We Iiiali:e-Wpitten 6 as

3 times 3. times 7 and the significance of this that

-------factors---of----63--are all primes,Tri_Lothe

in writing--.63-as-a-product=of_prime_factors.

these

tiordi,__we_hav_uce_dd___
C

4L et us ,try the same procedure again with 60.-. What prime
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were you considering when yau crossed-put 60?

8-

If you divide

-,60 by this pr e -what do you obtain? CoAtinue the pilbtsa.
VE.-

0 aS a product primes da you obtain?

.4 :.the -Sieve -of E then s,_ t rite- each . of .tbe-failoWing-.
=

_

numbers as a product of prime factors:
84 -16, 7i 48, 50, i8 96,:9978_

What _positive integers have 'the following prime represe

tations, respectively:'

A positive integer,
r of prime factors . Thus 63 is made up of two 3's

and one 602 you did the above eXample correctly,
. .

up of two 2's, one 3 and. one 5. We will have man uses for
thi 1-orime factoriiation as it is called:, positive
integer But now we face -a problem: How do w do the same.

tkang for number whi&h--is not on our diagram? If you are
42.

aSked_for _the_ primer. fac_torization._of _144, . y_ou_ might ,rperhaps

consider extending the diagram' because, after all, it is not
Very far from foo to 144. But suppose you are asked for 1764?

Maybe you an figure out a way to- do e sake hing

f the sieve before you. What, aft-ei-4, all

onstructed the sieve? You first marked all



numbers which we e.multiples of 2 with-a'"2 the first number

not marked was and you proceeded to mark. All numbers which

wopper_mu_ e- of

Mhat_were these numbers 2', 3, 5, 7, etc-.-? They were just the

prime-numbers. And so, what did happen tc&anumber on the

diagram? If 2 was S proper factor of its-it was crossed out

when we were working with multiples of 2; if 2 was not a factor

of it but-3was, then -11 was crossed out when we were working

with multiples of- = and so ,forth. 'If the' number had. no_ proper'

factorss,i.e. waa prime, it was not 5crossed out at all.
I

Let US now do the same thing without the sieve, say with 1764..

We first have to try 2. Is 2 a faster -of 71760---By-theztes s

-which-We learned,:the answer.is, "Yes " 1764'= 2 x 882. Ao now

e

let US try 882, as if We'had the sieve-before-us. 2 a factor

IP .

of .882 P.-/es' and' 882 2,x 441-. Now let'us work on 441. IS 2

dfactor.of 441- No, it t; so if, our sieve had gone as far

441, this number would 'not have bE
" " -

crossed out when we

considered,multiples-of 2. The next7p ime after 2 is. 30 and so

we must test next whether or not 441 is a-tultiple of if you

check 441 for dilisibility by 3, either by the test in Exereisep

- 1b= or-by-actual-diviaioni-you-find-that-

441, so that it would have been-crossed:out in the sieve when we

tested multiples of 3; We now obtain 441 as 147., There is

no eense trying the factor,2'on 147, since were a, faetordr-

147 it would alsO'have been a factor,of441,(why?

divides 147, and we obtain 147,. 3 x 49. 4 92_ in. to
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and 7 is a prime= nuAer so that. -he job ,is finished. To

marize: We have found thai 1764 =' 2 x 3 3 7

tie is the pr e decomposition which we we looking 0

Of course, all this writing is rather Clumsy; 4a more Qcompac

way to do the whole job wouldbe to write

. -1764

441

49
7

2
2
3

Here the. smallest prime factor at any -stage is, to the right of

the 11ne, and the quotient of the dividend by the smallest prime
.

f_s for .is urldeiheath the dividend. The prime decomposition can

be read off from the factors to the_ right of line, and the last

remaining prime.

1.

excises. 8-- 3b

iihat is the smallest' prime yfa

of' 4842 of -_1539 of 121?

or of 115, f

Find the prime decomposition. lo
4

numbers : 8 432 255 625; 1

1098.1_486, 3375, s3740, 1311, 592?

-1024, ,,,378 ,72912.5, 5760-

f0082,. 5095, 444.2: 5159

1455,. 2324.

you nay have noticed that we Have been `speaking or "the"

prime .faCtorilation of a pcisitive integer, as if we were sure

that there c-was only one such factorization. Do you s).Apptosa



that this is .actually an-lou giVe any convtni ,reasons

why this should be th4 cased -Dos' At-heIp'to-think of positiVel

e 7actors?

8 4' Lowest c=ommon denominator OneCif the any -places

where the prime fa.ctorisltion- of integers iS important in the

addition and ,subtraction of rational anumbers, It is easy to add

fractions if their dehoMinators are the same;,' you have also-seen,
p
-in Chapter 7i.some simple examples of adding. two rational num-

bers with different denominators by finding a common denominator

o_whieh 15oth _could be transforMed. We are now goingto_discover

a syste-maic W-6-3-76f-adding-rationi nUmbers-with- if ferent-denom---

inators, a way which involves as little labor as possible..

-Tot see just how much difference fIndingrthe,loWett (meaningv.

_

least) common dendminator can make, consider th# problem of

-simplifying

Orie possible common denominator, of course, is the product ,of

all the denominators This would be410x!45 x!7'6 =,10 800-

If all the'arithMetic is performed correctly', we would findAhat

he expression to,be simplified, equals'.



YoU can imagine that on f chances of

a_ithmetic correctly are pretty-alim! Did we really'haVe to get

into such big numbers tom_ do

300 appeared in both numerator:and denominator-at the 6nd make

us suspicious that perhaps we made the denemile.t0 toe large
, 6

From the-ver3i beginning.

What' should the denominator:

befla.number iCh has /rand

en?. The denominatior_has

5. and.6 as One

...;:such number is the-vpreduc_t__Of__ e , and this the one
iv

used-beforerbut we(-,feel certain that this was tbo large-. How

:camwe discover the smallest denominator we could -ha use ,

;.14e Will get some ideas if we consider the primefactors.of

each of 'the denominStcrrs in the kAVqri-probleM:

k- 2 x 2

O. 2 x,

t.;

-
f0ctor.or the lowe_ t c pn denominator

Mist, in its, own prim = ctorization4

contain at let order that 10 besa faotoicof the

L.C.D.,the-latterts'-Prie factorization must contain

a 5; we .already have 'a -. by the.previau.req- that-

_a_factolts_ utile must also inclUdea5now.-__-_sumrdagiZe w_-

we haVe; n order that-both 4 and 10 be factors of the

the. prime factorization of the L.C.b. must contain at



-Next we mist- hate -4-5 as a factor- of th-41

e have to supply two4factor s of _in addition: t--
d the 5 we A ea * -y ave; ncuhe-

bedaUse we already have one, Finally, to cdqmodatel-the factor
_

we -need both a 2 and a 3 in the 11.C!.D. actorization but we

already have_t each -of these-.

Conclusion The T.;.C,D will have the pr a.ctorization

2 x -2 X 3.,x 5. We -need- each these-factor and any mo
. ..

would -be- superfluous, . What_ superfluous' factors:.dAd'. the -d.dnomin-,

. 1 .

ator 102.800 contain?

Now that-I:we-have. Ound the ,loWest common- den° abor, we can

complete the problem .by changin g -each of the rational -,nuithers. in

our problem sothat it has .til:iS'denOminator. What Wil% 1

become ?. One 'way to find this but. is to -multipl out our factored

exPress;offe for the obtain' 2 x . =3 x 5 = 180
liq

Then 180 diVided y 1 yields 4 so that,, by the multiplication

property: of

however

factored

An ke asier Way ,:to do the same thing
-., .orbs, of ".the L. C .D. and theuse the= .facto

.of 4:hich we hav
_

w e foUnd previously. 4 contains

two a's and pothin.g more, whiled the L.C. contains twq 2 s,
,. ..i

two 3's and Thus, to change 4- into e L.Cb..-iwe have
8 s ing fae tors.



with -If you. have .-comple

.e-collr6tly-2 you will now have

What is the advantage of this way of doing the problem? -It is
the avoidance. of bi n u b the denominator is left in fa4ored

6

drm until the very en _ and st* 'pee that we never to handi.e
;t:

an.; 54. Comparle is to he 10-0



3.111.
T.6`.

'14 6

)53 27

ithi11 is, greater

1 1
_or -..

4 7
or

15 27

5 5
or a-5

Yeu have learned in Chapter 5.that for any pair. or numbers

a and, b, exactly one of the following must htid:k1 a >

a 7 br a < b., iPut in the sYnibol for thS correct relation

fote he pairs of numbers below:

(a)
28

(b)
777-

5.. A man is hired to sell suitt:a Clothing Store. He.

is given the choice of being;pald1200 plus a4 of his sales

or a'Straight of sale6. If he thinks he can sell 600

worth of suits per month, w ch is the better choice?'

Suppose he could sell 11.700 worth of waits, which is the

better choice?, $1000? What should his sales be so that the

offers are equal?



and his,brother Bob, each receive Sri allowance o.

per week. One week their father said, "1 will pay vacil_Of
,

you 1 -.0O at usual or 1 will pay yOu:ih cents.'any number apse

than 100 plus its largest-prime.proper factor., if you are
. . ,

not too lazy, you haye much =to gain." What .number should

they_ cho44e?

.;Suppote do s.and,Bob's father forgot tp say proper factor.

HoW- much could the boys gain by their father's carelessness?

- 5. Some facts about factors.. Suppose that you We e

looking for two factors of the number 72 with the, property
y.

that their sum is 22. -How would you go about finding them? One
e-

may, of cour8P would be to try all possible ways of factoring

72, and keep looking until you found a pair that met the con-
,

diiOn. We are now going to see, howPver, that factors of

numbers have' properties which allow us to rule out many

Ossibilities without' actually trying them. The prime factor-

ization of 72 is 2 x 2 X 2 x 3 x 3. The two factors of 72

Which we are seeking must use up the three 2's and two 3's in

the prime-fdotOrization of 72. Suppose three 2's were all in

one n!bto and np 2's in the other. Then one-factor would be

en, while the other factor would b_todd0 because it contained

Rio 2's. But the sum of an even and an odd number is odd, and

22 is not odd,. 36-this split of 72 won't work; we will have to

split the three 2's between the two factors, and thus put two

2's in one faC or, and one 2 in the other.
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ext,'let us-look at the '31s. Do I'M split the two 3's, or

do they both go into one of the two factors? Well, 22 does nbt

have as as a factor but if we were to split the two 3's-in 72

betWeen.the two factors of 72, then each would have 2 as a

facto,. and then the sum would have 3 as a factor. The stun. could

certainly not be 22.

We have- us learned that the twe factors of 72 which we want
-Abs

must be "put together" as follows: one factor contains two 2's

while the other factor contains one 2 one factor contains .both _

3's, while the other contains no 3's. So there are only two

possibilities; the two 3's go either with the one 2 or with the

two 24's; bUt two 2fd with two 3's makes 364, which is clearly too

o that the -two 3's-go-withfthe .one 2 rnakin&18) andthe

other two (making 4) form the other factor. Since 18 ± 4,, 22

we have our answer.

The kind of reasoning which we havejust done depends on

two ideas, namely: if 2 is a fac for of one of two numbers, and .

2 i$ a factor of their sum, then 2 is a factor of the other

number; anf 3 is a factor of one of two numbers and 3 is not.

a factor of their sum/ then 3 Is not a factor of the other

nuaDer.

Let us first prove a similar theorem.

Theorem 8 - 1. For positive integers b and el

if 2 is a factor of both b and

then. -2 -lb a-faetor-of



Proof: q e b, q an integer; because 2 is a factor 'of b;.

Therefore,

Since

_41

c, p an integer; because,2 is a factor of c.

2q P P c, Why?

2(g 1)A- c, distributive prOperty.

q -fp. is an integer,

then 2 is a factor of (b c) .

State and 9rove a generalization of Theorem 8 - 1 in which.

the "2 is replaced by an arbitrary positive integer.

Now let us state a general result as a theorem.

Theorem 8 For pOsitive -integers a, b.and

if a is a factor of b and a is not

a Cactor of (b c), then a is not

a factor of c.

Proof: Assume a is a factor of c; then a is a factor of

both b and c and, hence, is.s. factor of b' c). (Why?) But

this contradicts the given fact that a is not a factor of (b

third theorem useful in dealing with fac

Theorem 8

=

For positive integers a, b and c,

if a is a factor of b and a is a

factor of (b c), then a is. a

factor of



Exercises, - 5.

1. The' prime factorization of 12 is 2 x 2 x What two

numbers, whose produCt is 12, have an even sum?- odd sum.

Can 3 ba a. factor of any possible sum?

The prime factorization of 36 x 2 x 3 x 3. Find two

numbers whose product is 36 and whose sum will be divisible

by 3 but not 2; divisible by 2 but not 3.

The prime.factorization of 150 is 2 x 3 x 5 x 5, Find two

numbers whose product is 150 and whose sum is even; divisible

by 5; not divisible by 5.

Write the prime factorization of 18. Find two numbers made

up-of these ,prime factors whose product is 18 and whose slam

is 9;

Write the prime factorization of 288. Find two factors of

288 whose sum is 34.

Write the prime factorization o 72. Find two numbers

whbma.ap'of these prime factors whose product is-

-am is 247.

Find two factors of 216 whose sum is 37.

Find two numbers whose product is 270 and whose sum is 39..

The perimeter of a rectangular field is 68 feet and the area

is 225 square feet. If the length and-width are integers,

find them.

10. Prove Theorem - 3.

11,. Show that if y is a positive integer, then y is a=factor

of 3 (3y y2) .
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12. For wh t.positive integer x is 3 a factor of 6 4. 4x.?

of 5 4x?

If 3 boys shovel-snow from sidewalks and charge 50 for a

St-ore andgl 50 for a house, how many walks of stores and

houses Must they shovel In order to split the money evenly?

-What if there were i boys?

1k. Prove the theorems:

For- ositive'integers a, b

thel-Ya

is a: factor of b

or of. C.

(b) For positive integers a, b, c, d, if a is a factor of

b, and c is a factor of d, then ac is a factor of bd.

) For positive integers a, b, c, if a is a factor of b

d is a factor of gy then .is a factor of bc.

(d) For positive integers a and b, if a is a factor of b,

2 2then a is a factor of b.

IWhich theorem-in problem 14 justifies the following:

ta) 25 factor of (35) (15

(b) (13)2 is a factor of ( 9) (26).

(c)

8=

c2 is a factor of (c) (9c) if c is a posi :e integer.

Introduction to exponents. We have see_ that we can

write a positive integer factored into its prime factors, so that

for example, 288 . x2x2x2x2x3x3. This notation is

somewhat inconvenient because it is so lengthy; it would not be

necessary to write the "2" five times if there were some way,

more han -2 x-2 x 2 x 2 x- of ive 21-s-



Atiplied together"
P

first step in this direction, you already know that

can be written as 'h is is pronounced3 Squared";

indicated that we are going to multiply 3's together,
_

"2" that we-are going to multiply two-of-them. HoW Would

write 2 x 2 x 2 x 2.x 2 analogously? The number 28 ,can'thus

be written in factored orm more compactly as 25 X 32.

In. an expression of the= form an, we need some way of de-
,

scribing the numbers inv ved. The na which indicates which

number e -are gping to use as a factor several times, is called

the-IIbase"; the which indicates how many of the factors "a"

we are gOing.'t0Al.se, is ca1ledthe 'exponent". Thus an means

bier consist-in of n°,iequal.-factors a; an is, called a power,

or more precisely, the n thypoWer of a.

We can write,

x a x x a.

n factord

a2 is read ;''a; q r ea" or "a aqua e".

a3 is read quip du or "a cube"

, 1
an is d :"a th power 0, or just "a to the n h".

Exercises 8 -

1. Can you gue

If a side p_

inches, is i

"squared" and "cubed" originated?

hales long, how large, in square

Find the prime. patCh of the- following- -number:3r



-using exponents wherever appropriate. .64, 60, 80, 48, 128,

81, 49, 41, 32, 15, 27, 29, 56, 96, 243, 432, 512, 576, 625,

" 768, 6860

in dqscribing the ber an, what kind of number must n be?

Must a be?

4. (Optional) The expression ab can be thought of as 'defining

a binary operation which, for any two positive( integers a

and rb produces the number ab. What does it mean to ask if

this operation is commutative Is it? What Would it mean

to ask whether or not this operation is also

Let us extend our notions about exponents

iative?

ince we know

that-the set of real numbers is closed under multiplication, it

2
must-be true t 3hat a -a- names a'real number,. Is there a

simpler name? Since a means that a is a factor three times

d 4-
2 means that a is a factor twice, it follows that a a

2

has a as a factor five times. That is,

5. factors

a-a.a. a-a

3 factors 2 factors

le names for each of the following: a2.a

Notice.

sometimes write "." instead of "x". Suppose we consider

giber am-an, where m and n are positive integers.

m n factors

m
a .a axaxax ...xaxaxaxax a

m+n

m -factors -nfactors--
3



a
m

Does it seem'reasonable, therefore, to say that am am

are names for the same number?

Have you noticed that we have been talking about a
2

a

7
a7, etc. 'that is, forms of the type an, where n is a positive

integer; but we have not mentioned a Certainly, 1 is a

positive integer and we should have a prec se idea as to what

a1 means. Does it mean that a is a i'act6r once? This intuitive

notion seems reasaAble but let us try to be more convincing.

Certainly a-a = a3. Now if we want to hold to our agreement

that am-6an and aml-n name the same number, then a
.al a21-1.

a2.a = a2al and it is clear that a must equal al. In

this case, our intuitive notion is a good one.

xetb-cises b.

1. Write simpler names the following:

(a) m
11

(f)

(b) (x3)(x9) (g)

(c) (2x)(234 (h)

(d) (27a) (34a3) (I)

(Hint: replace 27 by its (j)

(k)prime factorization.)

(e) (16a )(32a8)

Is 3-
3,

3. Is 2

4. Is 2

(1)

2

kta-

(3a-b

(3k-t

ab
2

)

t)



8 7 7. Further laws of e- onen Now lqt us examine the

a5
tion 4;7- . Is there a simpler name for this fraction? Fromfra

a
the meaning of a5 and a3 it is evident that

W-

a x x a a a a xaxaaXax axaXaaxaXa

e simpler names for:
ft

6

5
Can you generalize the results?_ Suppose we consider .= again,.

but6reson-in this way:

Then

a5a =

a5
a

a5-3 m
because a- .a-

n +n i.

0
1 x ac a.

Justify' each step. Therefore, if m > n,

-n . 1 x am-n -n

Justify each step. We specify that in > n bec use we want m n

to be a positiVe integer.

tut suppose that m n. For example, 1-.1Y?



A

n
a

am = 1.
a

a
3 axaxa axaxa

For example,
a5 axa.N.xaxa axe aXaxa

1 1

aXa

gin general,

a
m

-7"
a-

1 X -
a
n m

a

Tos ize:

am .

If m > n then -7.1- a
m-n

.

a

m
If m = n then

a
n

If m n then

Exerci..., 8 - 7a.

am

a n-m
a

1. Write a simple name for each of the following: (We assume-

none of the variables takes on the value 0.)



7' 283:

225112

81 ax2
16a4x9

8

2 a 3b 3

lla 3b 4

(q) 36x2Y4z
72x3y z

true?
2

= 1 true?

true?

',thy must we ,;be careful to

void 0 viues of the,
ariablbs in problem 1?



tiona ) Havin

_ever as satisX4Opry as just one rule which will do the

Fpn a.t 4t is possible to redUce all

a
m m =n

tom, one, namely= = a , if we,drop the
a

rules for handling division is

con ton m n, fet,.us work some problems in two ways;.:

first, using IliThichever rule of the

appropriate andsecond, using 8=-

a
-tp tabu/ate the-results.

mpaete -he,tabae

last section

man
a It is convenient.

a-

a

a

We hve extended no ions of numbe in many

before; can ypu now extend your notion of exponents?

'-'Examine the table carefully to answer the following

questions: a



A

Do zero and negative exponents make Any sense in our
r #

definition an a-a-a... to n factors? Of course, it

is SenSeless to-think of a as a factOr
..e 0

does the following table make sense?, following 'table

1,me, But

-a
2 1 -2 -3

1

2

-you 7se-Twe earl use jut one e-

1.
,a

providin§ we define a° 1 and a-n where a / 0'
a

and n is a-positive integer. (Suppose n were allowed to be

an nteger; could you ado away with the,division.ru. e

aaJJo ether' and Use aman a.71+n Tor all casesand

hat is the meaning o We know ab names-a

and we- also know that 4 number cubed means that

3e numberip a factor three times., Therefore;

p

t mean b) (ab) ( By the commutative and associative

Operties of real numbers we know that

Thus

(ab)(ab)(ab) (aaa)(bbb

Write anOther name for , using similar

/
another name for k -b : using similar reasoning.

-easonin

Exercises 8 - 7b.

Sdmplify-(asbuming-no variables takes ary he -Value 0)-

Wri g



k



5a+1 0b

as each of tti- following' e? Give reasons for e an e

a factor of23-

2x +,14-y2)4

even number

'anci---y are positive

4
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ProVel If a is odd, then ,.a is odd 1-

Prove:_
eVe_

6. Let a be 2; b be be d . Then- determine the

value of.:-

I 2

a3-4-

ab
-2a110)2-

(ab

4
-4a d

a2b2)

'6b2a3
(a+b)224

ka3bc

12 16 20 a+b+c

2a1C)b
18_22 a ÷2--b

(2a2b6. d3 10 -

(2ad3)-8-
8 - 8 Introduct On to Radicals. Let us review. for 'a

he process of findin the 'square of a- number. 62

(300 ) , (,6) )

(-x)2 . (-

Now, let us. consider he same kind .o

opposite. direction. 9 )

9

question in. the

0

In the second group of questions we are finding, for

a number whoZe _square is. 49. This i the inverse

orieratio9,to squaOngo and is called finding a Spare root

One ember whose Square is 49, and hence is a square-root of 49,

is certainly 7. Since it is also true that (--7: = 49; .it,
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follows that -7 is also a: guars root -. of. 49.. Our-notation _and.

they -w ill keel

two square ootsdis-tinct;'- Jpeople usually call the positive
square root of a number b "the- square roo

Let us now summa ize ihi discussion.

If b is a positive number, and a
a square root of b.

and denote It Joy

If a is square root of -b,

so. is -a; the: Posi,tive quare root of b _is 'denotdd

by by. and is commonly called "the"- square root of b:

Vinother square root of b

also have that

o squa e root.
ercises

J. Find:

(b)

careful,

y.4x2,
(even more careful)
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2 = 1 for some.value:pf x? Explain.

Consider the following;-proof" that all numbers are equal'. -

_I _a. andrb are .any, =real numbers, then

Whiell step

Find:

Again, in the *o

bib 'proof' is -.Xaultyi and . why?.

y

ion, we. can -ask;

(?) -7 1, = 1000,

- Following the same procedure .
as before, We can say that a

a cube root of b if a3 - b. We write b Notice from

the above, examples -that while we were not able .t0 take square

roots of negative numbers, since oth negative and ,positive

numbers have positive; squares, 'it is perfectly -1-566Sibie-tb- take

Cube roots, of -negative numbers, since the :cube of a- negative
=

number is negatives On the other hand, we-seem t'o be able I.t0

find only One number whose cube' is '8; namely 2, while we have

seen

e
ail.

correc

t -numbers have two square roots when 'they- have any at

Ithin the framework of the real numbe'rs,' this is indeed

the coming_ years, you will find that by ext4nding
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-he kinds of numbers-we are willing to use-ngative numbers

will have-square roots too, and all numbers will have three

er ises

1. Write a-definition for fourth roots. For n th roots, where
-

n is a positive ,integeil Fbr what values of n do you think

negative numbers will have real n th roots? Bbw do you

.suppose thepreperty of positive numbers of having two real

ode real cube root .extends to n th ro-ts?

2. -What is, the latati: between. 16.andlAi Between

and 1QQ !gan:Ycill mess a relation between-fourth roots
1,7ap]

and-square roots to

Evaluate

8 9. Radical The symbolV is called j the radical

--Ts-ign-;---an---expressi-on-T4h-tch-consists- of -a--prhrase and-a radical

----sign- olier-it- -called-a-radical.

Let u now return to-square roots.
r

Thus far, we- have not

empted to take the square root of n unless we were able, with



more or leap difficulty, . O---reCO

iple number or express on

this case. Let us now curia'.

we -cannot recognize in-mtedip.

at -:kind of -question do:,

instance, if we were fapqcti

not be happy to lea.ve

to read + 1- or
VY + 1? Should we exept:

_

gone, as far as we can

the square_ of some

e ee,te- of a sqUare root which

,yo.sugh-.4 s, for ,example,

-iabout this. for
jt xpression + 1,' we would

hinge upon? _ What d-O-i-w

Let us recall what...

Covered th at waS- a'..-ma-tiCrnaI,-number Which we couid c..mbine
. . . , .--- .i_* --,

. :.

with the rational,-tiumber:- obtain. the7.8impler-Alltprepsfbh
V'5--.-.,

do somethirig-7!'sirmilr- ti,oubie is tha

,for it can be simplified
the expression were

this further

a

SO- f ar s' we

. .

a

nester whose---- square 2, and yet' we

Wat there 'is no- suct.lumber Clearly, t4e1Aiim

settle; this Tquesticih:_ore.: and for all

Theo re 2 is ationa

Before we- begin the proOf of this heorem, let ins -t

bit: Of What we .are-hp agairist. We want to prove
.

irrational, that is that a huluber-whose -square 2'canno



rational. _Now, how in the world does one prove. that something

doe s-not-have.-=:a=--c er--taln proper Have-weeveit-ried to,do-thla=-

before? Yes, we have. For example, we proved in ChApter 7 that.

0 has no reciprocal. And how did we do: this? We assumed that

0 did have a reciprocal, and showed that this assumption led
=

to a contradiction.. And if an assumption leads us.. to a contra-

diction, the asSumption must be false.; and if it 'is false that

0 ha s a reciprocal, then it has none. This reasoning vorged in-.

the other tease and so let :us- try it here.

-Suppose that-there were a'ratiOnai-number,- say p whee

a and b are ,positi, that
1

. We pail

certainly insist that a and b have no common fact -for if they
did, we could' remove such a factor from the fraction .

Now if to

2
This says that a- is an -even number. But a -self is an

integer,- and hence;.must be either even or odd. If a were odd,

-then -42 would also`also= be odd n yoit prove thi2 ) But we know
A

,

that- a , is even. Thus a itself must be even. Then.. a c

wher4e c is arlother integer. Why? If we repIabe a by 2c in
our last equation, we obtain

and

4 c a 2b
2 2c a b

2



By the same argument whic.h.. just g ve for a we kAow that b

no sTinc o- i-tssqua-re ci we hiv shown

that both a and b must. have beep eyen, . But a and b were .chos6n,

to have no ' common factor and .th s certainly-_does not permit a

--And -b, to _have __the_ common factor

contradictidh; therefore,,

And now, finally, ,We have a

assumption that ArT18-,,rational

hg's,. led us to a contradiction and the umption must have been

false. -is irrational.

NMI

'ice,. incidentally, an interesting diff erenf e between a

Proof by contradietion, such as we have-just don

4

and most

other Proofs which you have seent qF u ng this o e .

usual proof there 18 a specific ra
- _

e8tablish, ,and- you pr&oed to work with

giVen and with the 'prcipirties

fact you are seeking --is. before you. YOU concentra e Dry

of_the real

are:trying to

r vfacts you are

niter uhtil..t?

- '

-treating the expression you desire from4expressibhs:1.Which yoU

.

have assumed to be true, .: proof by contradi
.

.

-not exactly what you .Ao , -You add to:YO4r list of things with

-

which you work the denial of what you-want to prove, and then

_
just keep_deriving results until a-Contradiation-appears=w--You-

don't know ahead of time Sias t where this contradiction is

coming from, but you keep working until :you find. one. You are

thus not pointing specifically tow rds.'s. fact Which you are
-

trying to prove, but you keep on ga. hering information until the

information shows up e6mething inconsistent. This inconsistency

proves that you made a mistake in denying what you wanted to
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show, and thud what yOu_wantell to show must 'have be

It is POFsible to establish.in,a similar way that the-square

-root of any Positive integer,which i noi'a perfect square is.

irrational'. ong the integers from 1 through 10, for example

and haVe rational -Square roots

while the others irrational7Square roots. Try to show that;

this tells us that only

for exaMple,1is irrational.

xereises 9a.

: Since, all integers.' .re_ rational, numbers;
-

is of an integer .atua1ly._iftelude&
. -.

yeetly...,Try- to show this

(OPtional)., -Ydlilearned:in:Chapter 1-that bettwieenany -two-

'poants on:,the,number:line,there are always infinite many
-.

points_ labelled With-rational:number -Ao;you think that

between any two points on the number line there are

infifti-EelY'many Points whose coordinateS e not only

fonal but alsb perfect squares? On what Part o f.. the

4

number -1-in would-it be r'w"orth-trying for this -result.

Hiatt The argument in. Chapter 1 depended on the fact that,

by - averaging, you could always get a rational number between--:-

any two given rational numbers. Unfortunately, the aer

of-two rational perfect squares is not necessarily :a pe

square-. Oan you think-of some other way of%gettrig a

rational perfect square between two of the same?



Prove that T.T. is irrational. ,r
E

8 lip. Simplification of radicals. We observe 'th.O there,*
_ =,P

_ . .

. a

. :

can be only axe positive number a W h i ch` is a 14e ,h-oot;-ro'f ft.

For there were :a sec° such positive ni

'not ---tb0,..same as a, then- either-` a <,..b
,

theSe two- cases, respectively, We would have a
-2-b. < a because 6f the multizllcation property -of' s avid,

.

Lig squares of-- a and b -could .nbt' both equal,- n.
-

4.f-t. . . .

Let 'Us'consider next the7.-,-Preduct two are roo. ,

1

D6es this produceqyal some simPler expresSion?

its square -must (by what properties of

'equal 6 . ihus must, be a square root of

iri61 we hav st larn =that there is Only 'orie positive

timber-- whielh is a square root of 0,, it mint be true that

Exercises 8. -

1.- _Find, a simpler expression for

(a) 11-511/-67

(What_ rest- ion must be placed on
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: Is i.t true for every non--n ative- number a?

We can use this fact .about square roots 'Mind ire problem,, 2

and separate a single square -root o two% Using what we know

foilowing:
L

about factors we .-qould,_ Tor -example, write as. any of the

aid. =m any'_more .1 ar, however,' this lboka just idle

amusement What, is the point of , trying any ar, these? Is any'.

.one of -these forms of simpler in some sense than any other,

or, 4ndeed,'"AiMpler than, the .-original. 48- ?-

The first :one, VTVT, certainly .i no improvement ,for

merely exchanges two radicals for one. The second eXpressioni

howeve does have something in its favor, for 4 is a perfect,

squae. Thus and `we have shown that Y 4 fl.T. -Since

12 is a' smaller -number than 4, might well be considered
=

an Improvement. Now let. us look at- the next form: 44.

wehavp obtained contains a

perfect_square.:___ 4'. By the cemnutative property Of multi-

plication, we can now write 1/78. Neither the 16.0 two,

expressionb in our list contains a. perf.pct square under a

radical sign; zo'they. have nothing to offer ts.



us Concentrate on the twci cases in which our factoring

seems to have given us a simpler expression
..

these are

- Can we tell which of, these we might prefer? The difference
1

between the two iS, that the first contains 1112.. -while the
. ,

-sea-ond, contaiii But Ara can -bg. written -.a.sVITVIR: and 4 I:so,
_.,

mot
.,yet-'ther -perfect sql_Are. Thus, in a very' real sense, we are

c'
not finished when we have writteh . 2\h.2.. On the other.

- t--

:,;,,hand '3 iS a prime number, and. Since 3 contains no proper
=, %

oritains Sroper, perfect square faators

ThUs-:we can = remove no:more perfect, sqx:iares from and the

mplification ,i-s finishe-d. FurtihermIcire,V7 Ss irrational an
, .

we can do no more with 'it. The- simplest form we can find for

4-8 then,
What 1-fave we really done? We -have looked for various Ways

DI* 'factoring 48, and, have picked those ways wh h made
_ . ,the factors a- perfect- square-. these,, _e -one we liked,

one ,of.

_
{

best was the one ih' which the ;perfect square was as:large hs
x. .

possible. How could we find t largest perfect square factor.
... ..-..---:

erhaps,you _reeemb r '..one_...of.____ ___ _

our--reCent-exerc--isbs4- the=pri ___factorization_of_a perfect

square' every prime facor a:--poears ail. even' number of times.) To

find the largest perfect square fagtor --of. a p sitive intieger

therefore, look gt the integer Ts prime _factor
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out ai'many factors a -yocan that r Aappea-ntpairs. These-4re- u_

the Ones -which. you -w for yotir larggst-Perfeet e4Uare
- -

-HowyoUld thip have worked for 14-87? 48. 2x2x6(2x3 trid
- ,

the be coinsidered-as two p4ifs-of7two'&.., We

-have actually learned a neater",waY

4
8.. 2

4
X4.and

umay. have wondered why, when wefound an expression like
,

we preferred to - wr te it as Frath er taan IF x: 4

The reason i that w4 Dreier not to rrit e the extra multiplf-

cation symbol_in the- latter expression. Leave it--out you say,,

and write just 1/57,;,4?-- ,The troubl with-,thit 18 that pdOple a're_

often'not very-tarefUl how long they-mak& 'their

the next thing you knowi, the expression

is to avoid this-chanceof

4AF.

Exercises-8 - 10b.

their, 411Plest form the

corifusloil _yhat,.-14,e prefer ';to'

1. Write --in

-Example:.
2 g

.X ; 2 Solution

following:



(a) y-275

(b)

75

g) 14-67

h) 7

i) 28'

300,

)

(k)

(1) FET

(M) 4 5 42

(0) 16

242'4

V72

1/147

,-Prod x, if x is a pips ive real [Aura ex

6,c,3

(b) x2 ---

(c) x2

(1) x3 56

(d)

(e)

Er

frf

343x

t

(m) ,

positive x

for .positive x



ind the truth sets of
4;

2x
fLe

Show the.'

30f 8 - 11

-2_

-197x?

V1200

calowi,ng sentehces

9isitie veal num e

0

ff

fj

2u - 16

-- 11. Sire 71if atlp-a of radical- vOlving fraatlons.
ur_

_

We have seen what ve would Ifike to do withintegers and vgrious,
40 ,

adicei sign, what trie goals

ttr

powers of var14bles

of sinip1ifYingauch e'xpressions are. What dokeedo if ve ha

a'fradtiion,insite the radical? .0ne su dase wp -have Tial eib,y U

handled; we had no hesitation about writin
4'

how
110



supppse we were faced

We cdh e

3O2

4 x x 2
9 -9-

What can we do with this?

(Why did we'pick this particular factorization. ) Then

2-4117-2 (Why ?) s 7v-2.

-Since the only radical left is V2, which we know cannot be

,simplified, we are finished with this particular problem.

1.<onsider another example:

'Far what

Exercises
te

-

1. Simplify:

vesult. sensible?
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Perform the indicated operations:

1

hat restriction

We come now to the edS0

whose denominators are not-pex t.squa

pose to do with 3 fur example? We know that

8 -

7 11 t

15 75 L5 9

d: 16 containing fractions

What do We.pro-

5

(Why?)
5

In' this form, AV 1Ved tWu 611-5

this certainly is

V3How shotad we change oo Choi, there would be only one
V5

radical (with an integer under-the radical sign) in the whole

expression? We hAe two .choice We mus e ow et rid of

either t4eNYor the V AndO hoi far instance; right We g

s of integers, and

dlmpie ad 11 it involved only one.

rid of V? Let us recall the de ition It is a
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number which when used as a factor twice gives 3. "...used as

-a factor... " "; this is the clue. If we wex'e to multiply the

whole expression by 2 , which is just another way of saying 1,

'then in the numerator we would get '1/3, which is just 3, and

the radical would b_ gone. an the denominator we would have

VTIZ which is 15, and with this wg can-do no more, since 15

.contains no perfect square factors. If we write.this argument

out in sequence .(give the justification for each step

3

V15

we have

have, done what we set out to do; ther is only one

radical left. We dio,

Oloice. We could get

(justify ea step),

ver, that me had another

in -read. Iii this cash

Which of
LS

r twu floal ouid Each of

them contains jf15 and no uuher rad alo, so that the argument

we have used thus far will us to choose between them.

People)ustially pretev Lhe second t hese, and here is why.

If you had some so-t of decimal .pproximatio i to 15, then the

second form leaves you wittih an easy ;division to do, while the
v

,

first one would lead to a difficult division. You will' see hbw
. p .

-".
o find such an approximation later in this chap.i.er but supp6Se

that ydu were told that V1 5

e;)

pproximately equal to 3.873.
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How would you find a numerical approximation tOV The

,form
i5

would leave you with the problem of computing.

which istedious) the form

to, do and yields 0!775.

leans 3.873 which is easy

For this: reasen, then, the form which 19aves,thedpn

rational isL often preferable to the form r ich leaves,t numer-1._,

11

ator rational. Quite-naturally, the.procesa_whicnled:%,

rational

applied to the

lead's to
5,

denominator 18 calid "rationalizing tlw-denomirratotT

expreSsion rationalizing the denominator.

you, have seen

Exercises 8 - lib.

1. Rationalize the den Ana.

Example:

positive in order Lhat-V-
JC



t - 



Rationalize the denominator:

(a)

(b)

)

2
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Having seen what we would like to do with products and

quotients of radicals An order to simplify them a:JmUch as
.10

possible we turn next to oum6 and (lift We know that

Viand)/3 each is ii:rc txior, I and that neither can be simplified

, /77
sum ratioual? Try It; if (1/2 ,+ 4)any fUrther. But ib the

re rational nuxiber, could you 31.4care it, (see problem 4 (a).

above ) and conclude something akJout /6? is this conclusion

about V6, true? What, do you c-nciudo about your` assumption that

is ration In Llic you can see that no

rational combinatil of /.) can be rational . If, there-

fore .you have reduced a lull problem to the point

where the expression re b1/7+ c, where .a, b; and

are rational expressions, then you have gone as far'as you can go.
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On the other hand, let us try, for example, 4-

ince 12 contains a square factor, you are not through.

the familiar procedure, you obtain:

4

The last equality follows from the distributive law. jt appears

'at we were able to, simplify considera:blr in this case.

What is the key difference between these_ two examples? If

you have a sum of different radicals, no one of which contains

a perfect square factor you then finished? If one or more

-radicals ,does contain a_perfe,ct.sqaare factor, can yoube -ure

that nothing e Can be dune?

Exercises 8 11'c.

1. Simplify:

V18 -)/Y7

16.-+AirC8

1

A/T

(h -)AT

(k

31,/3 +-V27

24 t)/74. +A/76,71

(1) VTIT 7A/T6 2



+11.1I
16

Simplify, for po- tive a,

1/77+ 2

a

4-t

1/TO _)/56 16o
77 12

F.or what values c _ x are the following sentences t e?'

2
x

2 1
0

2x =

(e)

8 - 12. Square rootb. You have learned to recognize

instantly the square roots of 1, 4, 9, 16, 36, 49) 64, 81, 100,

121 and 144. You Ma "even be able to identity the sou roots



of 225, 400, 625, .9000 etc, But what is the square root ,bf

31200? Of .0621? Of .0000123? We shall try to answer these

quisti'on6in this Sectiont

.10 know that the square root of 81 is a rational number

because'al is a Perfect square. We also know that the square

root of a number which 4, not a perfect squar

rational that,is, 2-7 annot be written as the quotient

two integers. What 'we mean by "evaluating 9' is-finding a

such as 29, Is

rational number (in the form of a decimal) as close to1/5 as

is reqUived. A rational number close to 2 is called an

,a OXimatioh _9, The difference between-V7 and its
_

rational--approx called th error of the approximation.

There are two stages li the p.uoLes5 of valuating a square

t. First, we must make "educated guess" or estimate of a

first approximation. Seeond, we must refine out first approx-

imation by a series& steps designed to bring our- approximations

4i
4

as close to the value of the luave root as we desire.

In order to make a _Lugh e6timat.e of the value of the

square rOot.of a number, we should first put the number

standard forM. By thi5,we mean write the number a.s the product

of a number M between 1 and 100 and a power of 10. Ror example,

.51

- 3 10 3.92 X 10r-

20 - 3. ,-._ X.103
_4_

00 - 39.2 X.10 z 3.92 X 1

Notice that each use numb 0 can be written ei hel!' a.s 3 .2
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-s s pow0r of ten or.as-3.92 times a power- off'

if we define 100 t be 1,, 10-1 tp be 1/10, 1072 1

etc., then we may write

0.392 .. 39.2 x 10 =

0.0392 - 39. X 10

0.00392 . 39 X 10-4

3.92

3.92 x 10-2.

3.92 x 10-

1

ou- seeTthat any nuMbeIWCan- be written in- 'two forms a0

M X 1Ok.

12

where M is a number between 1 and 100 and k is an in eger. In

one of the forms, k is aneven Integers in the= other, k is

Write 9.300 in tw standard forms. Do the for 0.000.293.

For 0.00293.

Now we are ready to make d rough estimate ofthe square root

of a number. It will depend on our understanding that v10- -,.2 .- 10-

I,

A-6 =.102 10
6

- 103, et.u., and 102. 10-1 '10- 10
7

0

etc. What is 10
0

? Make up a general rule for the square root
. "

of an' even power of 10. I__&;:t us make an estimate of% .354000;

We know that

354000- 35.4 X 10 35,4

(WhY did we choose 3

0 5.4 102

her than 3.54 4x

NOW our problem 1s.._ a auwn to an estimate of the Scplar6

root of a number between ana 100. What your estimate of

35.4 -? 'Certainly you G1111 say "5", 'because 6 36, and is'

close--to-- be able-to estima e .-to, the neare

integer the valUe of the sqvare.root.of a number betwpen 1 and

100. So our est1Mate of. 354000 6 x 10- br 500. Next, let
"4-



us estiaa e .0.00000853...- Since

0.00000853 = 8.53 x

a

we estimate 8.53 -.s 3, -because

0.00000853 is 3 x 10- = ©.003.

Exercises 8 - 12a.

Write each of the follow ng in

even power of 10:

33

0.0726

528o

Estimate

-OTT

T3

3.1416

0.60823

70260-

e following;

(d) 1/304007

(e) A/0.00580

0.0604 (r) 9999900

.53.x 10

Tien an estimate or

-,

a dard POrm inyolving

g) 0.273

(h) 0.000470

()R 4502060

100.3

0.0000001

(Optional) To e;-,3timd.ee the /cube root of a number write the

number in a sth dared fo trnvo
multiple of 3, etc. What is

-owes of 10 which is a

e of 0260. Of

After we have es timatee tt e 3 u re no at is, obtained.

a first approxi-aticn of the square'1:.00t, weneed a technique for

Improving the approxl ation.

If we went ;to approximato'the value of

then' )c x.x 7 n.

estimate of x, say xf. Then

x

Why?) 'We' have.ari.es:dy made- an



If the estima 6 xi

be too small. If .x

follows, therefore,

313 12

ar then ,the

small, then'z

n

XI,
next Aippn5xima'tion

hat. ,Arr-i. lies between

trier number zMuste

too large. It

z and xi inc e

we know that 14n lies between 2 and x= Thus s. likely"
i, 1 . ..

n and x
x
1

.- 17n is. half way between

take as Our. nekt.apprbximatiOn, their average,

1

us try Mais tedhnique for 1200. Since

31200

e' concerned with the,value

2. (Why?) .Thui

between 1.56 and'

means. that

Yrheir average
.

.12 X 102

So we

12: A first estimate

S between and 2,

is 1(1.56 +; 2) - 1.78. This
2 %

41

1.78 (the symbol means "is' aPProxlmately.

2
4equal'to"), er 'N.61200 6 VY.12 x.10 -2= 1_78 10 - 178.

It can be shOwn that this

error the third digit. If

41,

second a*pproximation-may-be in
A

we want an even closer. aPProximat-

ion, we my szain "divide' and aver

apprOximation, 178, as the divisor;

it is ufficientttp us0 a

between and.1.8 i.e.,1.

'these, a third 8DprOXL

Thus,, 176.7.

n general, give an

1

I Ige We could use oUr'second

but for practical parposeS

digit divtsor. A/3.12 lies

between 1. 33 and 1 8. Averaging

1s

- 7br.
4

Following the procedure putained' keiVe ofa,

approximation which isrin
.

fourth digit.. 'or this 1,7.9.soff,

then we had obtaip6di obi o 3.11 2'bSt 1,8

errol%by,no.more'

Moppedtne4

digits 1.733:



This'Trocess ^G014. -evalu stv 'dot--an be put into

table fort. -As_ anothel- examip

0.0029 = 29 )5 10' 9

idea

asjthe4rs

Approx-

5.44.

5.385

A ,table of square Foots"' giVes to7 digits:
.

this shows/that our Acond approximation

5-1851:65.7

46, is error by

.015, and oar third apprc?ximation is c,orrect four. digits .

'Thus,

e may observe several: facts from the _abpve

all of which can. be preyed: 0(1) each new .aPprexita

thau the des ired f0aot and

ti on is

each nevy appr on

has atrout twice the number of &(orrect digits alt=the previous .

approxithation.

SummarY: evaluate as "the

;integersquare-root-of.; _nuMber.,:between

.pbwerlcirL4en;
2p



second approximation x,

315

the nevest intege -Then a

8

s. obtained by dividing and ayeraging;

Carry o e division)
xl

to three digits and_rememben,-that the

third digit of @x2 may be, in errOr . If more accuracy ,_ wanted,

round x2-- to two -digits and -repeat the cprogess c dividing and

averaging. x.. will be in error by no more tha in the nth

.

digit; usually the error i no more than 1 in the 6th di-- -Ifs

Mill more,accuracy is desired, repeat the p o se of dividing_

and averaging (but do not round off the `.divisor'

of correct digits will double each time.

ExerciSes .,'12b,

Use the estimated obtained in proble 2 o erci es 8

The tairriber-

_find the ,second approximations. or;

(a) 04007,,

Q0580

Find the third approx ibns

Ypti had a tableT' l stingopproximations the square

of all the integers from 1 to._ 100, exolalh tibw. y

-to find ati- approximation of V0.0072? Of -000?-

f 1/60O?



-4,, 'Find the truth de

seco4d'appreximati:bn

-(a) x2 f

each o he,f 1,12ov

- 19 = 0

A fourteen fop a s agaInS avertf&A=1-w

foot of theTa.dder being seven feet:from:the:base of the wall.

Determine the h it at which:the laddqr'!.touehes the

Ind', he thin 4-PPI_,,oximation_of the pesult

wal

The procedure we have:been frl- owing fo approx

mating root seems towork, It seems to 'glye ration al

-numbers wh -are:closer and. closer to .the irrational square:

root. The questUn'is How. close? Let us reason as follows.

If x
1

a pos tive approximation toAtTsuchthat x:a > _then

7

rind,

-Then by add

and

x
e

des,

.41

hy?

)

-we =h ave hown tha the second,a3Proximat-
?c1

loc is always less than the first.

7 the -dif renop_betwqpft-an approximation. and n be called

error appreximation. Then (-

e_
1,



aid

By adding frac

Now obse-rve these facts 5

The error e th second aiproximation is poSitive,

because the scitare cof ay non-zero n r4is p

Why?-1 Then
AG

than is x 1*

111

oser to

(2)4 The .same procedure would give us the

approximation i t6rms gf the preceding aPproximatio

error p1

and this error is always poSitive x closer t n than,

and we may replaee 1/n b9 X and get theftapprQxima TfOftralb.--
_



errs x

where z is the larger pf the previolls appl;oxtria io

b ,the Torevioud, approximatibn.

n

Going back to: of i appr x mat on cif

and x e3 5.4 hence the ergo P x

o.00d

-k

T means that -x rtrge than- =by Vou
..

.

QQ24'.--It.;i_
. , ,2

that we ,coula. have. idomputed 'ore 'digits- 6,

This Is too large py' abo

have

If the etbror in each pp

...,

one can obtain a large number -of:',. correctdigitt very .qu

Let us evaluate 31200 again -as exainple -4 Since-
. =

x 10- we comgute-V3.12.



.

.

A p -cq
--x := '

"4-?
.12:. : p

11

x
xr,,,..x

,.... 1,--,50 -----ts-7-17
-:-

-------',---
. ,
.

a

iiii8
: r

...r 1,77 I 762711 :. . 1 :786355 1 ,00h ")
0.

.-

004
, . - .-.. ,..1 6_

.In, tiv,

from ecarried out fain enough s digits begin t ifPbr f th:__

digits (Cif ;Ale. Oan 'find _ 41 thiS. oasey
,_ ,



v7

320

ilywe continue 'the d ivis fen
i

to six 'decimal

na ave age ,:..the, error will_occur in the sixth decimal

ases

a '4cond approximation t each, i' the ollowing,

-
ng:each appr6xiMatien

'd the truth 'set

etermine solutions

-386-

- 519 . 0

-If, in the calculation

.17 2 41'

.053 A

each of the following:

orrect- to 4 ,digits)

2x 0.012h

- 0 79

square root an approxima fon

z of the root is 52, and if the error -in z is known to.

be betWeen .2 and .3 then between what Values. does lie?

Approkimate the quire- root of 2680 to. the nearest ten

Using this approximation pd a second, closer. approx-

imation to the square_ root of 2680= xvitten to three digits

only.-

_ third, approximation at least six'-digits...

7"0.how man ',digits. is this :. third approxiMatiqn correct?

.;ShOw- that positive'll and x



32.7)

urr

Note that the error

is -always positive or zero.
equality h61131?

=Revlew Exercises.

Express as the- product cif, rime number

c 360.

(b) 363 28k

Find the least common multiple

of`L numbers

240

24 p' 108

Find the greatest
.

umbers in problem.

each of

8,

75'
non factor each o

f
1225

-2310.-

-h-e... fo1loW.ing set

24

450 500

the sets

umbe

o :2 Is ti-i sum of a pa of prime. nu.tn ers .. For
8

... .,.,

4 '..-- .2.-20 - -6 --- 3.-+- 3, $ , 5.- --..i- aj -18- 13 4+

you find.. an even number les0 than 10 .roi.:- whit
,

A famous problem ate that every even

is nc true GO7_dbaqh, 1742 Made this

which has never been proved or disproved.
=

The primes- which differ by 2 are 3 and.

_1:

pair, among the numbers-1 thara--106-;

-es e aTfe a:Ired.'7-15Yi-Me- -pairsc-

known whether the set prime pairs is

greater than.
example

5, etch.

the statement

Anal statemen

11 and 13, 29 and

L --the priine



22

A remarkable expression- which prOduces many- primes is

n
2 -n 41.

If n i any _number, of the -se 1 ...I 40) the value

'of the expressi in

expression failb

primp number, but for n 4l .the..

ive a prime number. Tell why

Ifancaligeraic Sentence-is true for the first vc

t4e variable, is it then necessarily true fOr the 4016t?

In Rijoblems 7-through: 28oimpWywhen_pos$ible

5 13

-54



-,-....In problet's .29 thrugh 35,find:. thp truth sets ci- the sentences



In each of the problems

1_ '1_

'2X. 3x

through 42, use- one of the symbols

> between, the _two' gittexl phrases so as to rile.tce a true

38.

_4o.

b

r x

(a for

for

(ixl 5 125), or

1

2
5

43: Yind-the pri factors -of k4 r

b > 0

is the set- of 'numbers: the fort
are integers, closed under addition? Under

cation ?.
is tfie sit 6' the h-ere-

'are rational numbers, clobed under; additio derm

mUlt'd:plication?

is it possible to. find rational nutbers m and

d

prOblem- .45 s.o :. tha -rational number? PrOve.

your Statement'



325,

in_problem 46, are all the,numbers- -n
irratioria 4? the set finite_ or infinite? Does it follovi
frOn-k-th.isthat -tizare:_infin_i_tely__many_i_rzational_number

0

Evaluate V5515 (to the second approximation),
L

A

Evaluate VT§65 (to the third approximation

Evaluate 1

117-70

(Optional) -In evaluating -V32I, ,calculate the second .

_ . .approximation to six digits. What is the estimated erfhor
of this six-digit second approximation? Is. this 'about the
same as- the adtual -error-of- ii-second--appi4oximation,

being given that th6VaItie Of 1/.321 is 17:9164y2867..

-(Note4 :Po-::net-attempt to calcUlate,this'lastvalue
although it can be obtained by continuing the proceSs one



o riaais and Rational' Express ns

Ir+16neinifa

--that -t_ e' were many antages to having_ a number_ in factored -.

When -we considethe number 288; for example; -we now have;

besides e rornf.2(100)_,4- 8(10)'4 (also. the form 25.32. if you

want td tell whether or not 288 is. a pei.fect squ'are, which form

would yqu uSb. What _if you ,ranted to know the primp .factors bf

,2,88?7What,if.you'mk
.ed.to find the simplest formfor-

..

-

arithmetic, the form ,(19.9 ) -1-?'8 (10) 4- was 'g dei ost'enough f

o_ f- our work; -IR-algebra,' the factored form 27f i_s ,oftenJIlandier".
.71

Sincethe-prime factored forth of integers_:has.turnedbu
Cationsto be o- useful, we are temPted , to ildp:1.;a for other. s1itn in

=

which. we Can wrlte expressions in,, -Oared" form, that is,

_:- produces of sinipler expressions .
propetty of the real

numbers ene.bkes us to -write l'or any real irumber. x,

2x +3x x

Is each of the' expressions x_ and (x 3
.

than -- h+ ?=

as

mpler, in some sense,

The operations we need to f0

_multiplication; the operation s
4 ,

- ,

=

addition'dhd-m4itiplicatiOn4
1 2°dut is x .4- 3x,,

are-additibn and

need-tOfornvx:'.and-
-. .

1:iil't -.when .;itte -taw_ other:factor -3whose
-- ,,,,,2

-17
-,Or '--(x','' r--1 )-'-g--' 3- cr- the alsox -:

--_, -' 2 --.'7--i'- X

N g 4 0 division. We will.:nbt ,baYsatisiied6with PactOrS'Un?.e6s
. ...,' e - g e N . ,...._ t

they involve .brily, V.ditiop, and -multiplicatl:on ,:becaue.
. --

{

s all

-3

.



.

requirbd- in tie' original ÷ 3x-. - And t we i-
-.. . .: iga w give- a

name to-eXpresSions which we can obtain by perfbrming additions:.

and in01-t1pliAations' on ',real nuflibere,-- some of ,Which may be,,,,,
:,, -, ... =, . .., -

'If there. is just one -variable,_ 1X", we shall-.
-say tha have a polynom al in -ore Varialle x

_

olynotlal .1n x.
,

.

vatiOles. we Ouse in the formation of the pOlynothial are only
that we have a Pdlynomial over-..the

jusr-a
if the numberS other than; th"ose expressed__

rot rs_ ha-Il -pa-

we.: se'e 1,4--iat attracted us to the..f prm .x

expressd:o

-and when"

2 4. 3x, is's,: polynomial-fn x aver the.

,.rote it as x x 3 We nage- o- write

duet of polygpmials' over the integers,. :dna' this is
t ..re meant blijs the .simp;;)ity of our factored form.. Does

-'. X- -3product .7x.(,-7 + -,-)-,;.,cor. the, produ,t
I . i

÷ 1 ) (s
.

pc.):y omials over. -,the integers?

4-

Rxerc -Ses 9.

each of the.

variable

__use.. only

la. In. the the 'preceding discussior-v,

following polynomials n factored .form, State tie_
ach poitinomi and a set o numb_ ers, over

rotors are' defined."polynomial-

'. _y a piyncimial it y= p,.. V OP -t171e integers and.. , .
.Van' be written where 'both and y 2,are. the same.

___

-kind-of pp1ynom18.1.

t2 2ts2t Thts
-0

polynqinial in two 4/ariab

the, rational numberis': This can be
4.



Which of these is sitplestl This i* just like the question

we--asked.e.bouVa ioas factorizations of numbers: :rhe

simplest form Waa that in Vhichno-morp-faCtoring was le

-de:.). ID the distributive property still-permits us to

"factor-out" "3" and an "s4 and what else. to b thqe

still-a- in (c) thee is_ still :a

still some unnecessavy fractions. In ( we have- done ail.

3".and thePe...ane__

we can as far as we nqw know; we\do not know whether

t last- can be simplified a
_

nY further, bdt it certain -t

ly cannot be

distributive property Notice that in working with a-polyhom

factored by any additional-aplication of the

ial over the rational numbers; we obtain the simplest ex-'

a_

:resslon if we write it as a product.of polynOmials over the-

.1ntesers tunes One nonintegrl, ifnecessary) rational

number.

a 2atr

7x3
1

y +. -rxy

6x2 - 144x - 150

3x(2xz 4yz-)

2
loax - 27.



can use 'here?'

6xy,,

aan.:,now, see what -actoringir is .to - mean

e IIanave ,poi 9' )'1() ma a over nt to write it
/

product polyntfilials over the 'integers, and we ,:re not happy
.

untii we can no longer do this to any .of the polynomials which

product Remember 'that in the

were not- happy until we. all

appear in o

integers, 1

Each of the

-obtain the

-olynomals-

esulting polYnomials

normal.

-calnd

ase of .positive

ime faators,

4fc or rr of the

if he polynomial is over the. rational nupbe we

4
Tlest factors by writing it. as ,a product of

er-the-inte'gers-and-one-ration.a1.--nu ber -I_

irrational. nu serseare involved in our. polynomial, we may not b
? \_/

able to produc factors which are poly_nomlalS over the integer

'.but we come as close to

nowiedge of

this as ue can-, according to our

to
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- ' ; 4 , ,,,,. . ,
, , t
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9. -- a -:, -1 Can 'log' Consid red ~a- -- ~ - ,--

+, 11

1, -.'
d

'II,',1_1`

',- -; -possible to _factor a polyp._ mial, iatmeltthe case in -whi h th

single .nu er?

We have now foun

distnibutiv law lets us seee ly:' What, to ---.bc

' =

J 1

there is a common factor thrdughott the -;-1911O-till'aln-,-'ith ch- we ----f-'-~',

-- -. 4-,

.-- _were wo k lieS,...9 te.

_._.a.-

-, , factor, 'in problem ,2,-- itt was ,,I.St . What tiers his common factoil in..%

---,problems 3 and 4-? HaVe.'you notice l omething erestirjg bout. is s

ach of these cormnori factors? Each of them 18 a :yriomia~ bUt--
0 .

it -is__foined by multip)_ication only (think back, to or defiani-. _
1

t±on of polynomial) and so it is a very -special 'le off p yno- ..,-.:

. .
.

Mial, wh-ich -i's---c-aried,---- anania-1~,-.-----Thus--a-resitch----phra afar he____
1

. .....__

i
. .. ,. ' -,r.-

-----RITFd or factoring
.

h-4 t -=oneis -Lcbmon mon _ac_t_ rjb ._

We -thoU w-irile we have the, ,opportUni y-,--'dis uss one
)

_ . __, ..
.

other aspe1 c-6 of monom alt. A monomial is a prod of, a r

! -

L._



-_,I
, 0 I ' 7a ema- allek, 1 ieii -" that fractor,.

i ,,.

1 14 the :Of t-,,
_

,

,'-,

oe Idi_en,- he en i_

t
I!.

''Cli; butiVe- nder
!
;the-fancier- l4tlee ,,, e

=, ';'' ' ., - 1 ' 1 I e

s 't : ' ' '
0 :tt o orni4l' filet orirng 1

';,I:, !

like
,,

bx E}nd: ax 4- a
--...-d

t

,±'. bx-Sx +' ab
e have agree0 to , a-all. expres;_lons joinect by:a "±".symbdl =terms.::

-- A----

ow r sioq:2. aeeT that YOU eq.n. actcit th e sum of he. s t two -terms,
$

rname' x-r2 + bx, the 'sum of the last tWo- te ax --4-
_

ab 'Can,-...- _ , _ :.,_, _ ,,-
e ummf all i:o-tkr--0ferms? ire you: ember a- theorem

In r-Chaiiter _8_about -factors o a s at Ls a factbr of both:
--------, ---

t bx and ax- + ab? What is e sum of x + bx .and ax., +
I

re dl tr ibut- vepro e

4x +vazi, x + a (x

b)



:Exer is si',
.

4_

.

in th ppete hp -real ,num e ther ]40win
, ,

,-, c -r

p0,1ynomia16, fa to fo e,mill e uentI, -- -
.

the Slim,tof

go no,

s we begin as befo- e e rite

erg ;a:s :\cet

of \the"las

mean,' P4;3):'n it faCtorabi

jlopial Pn being' fa 6rable?)

7 , ,

"v pry fir is that the

)

ttl,ii

not haire very much in common; such a

Well't0'-bomMon monordai4

roperty of addition, howeve, permits us tore rde uth

f we so- choose We can, for example', write.

an you

y:t 2s t 6xy .
nish the problem? Try it again

nterchange the second and fourth terms B-Vfere

applying the distributive. law Are the t'
,

but now

you begln

o 'fdctored fornis

y x2

kax tab ± 3a.o 12cx

i s. 3Y --t:

45xy - 123,m4

2'a?' 2a 3ab.6 - 3b 2

7. la x + 9cx 6dx



6
+

problem l2 in the, pi-evlouS s
1

it -i rjtten we have no-
- I but:suppose that. we had

.l terms by res at -property of roar numbers and

now, fa6.to
kz,

1?-
Of bourse

it AS

know' that

tand Ithis can be actore as before . But, if we had not dome.

,

_from this second .form to begIn Ath, Itiow wou
. .

II-52.1 in t e` middle ought to .spifit into
4s ÷ 3s

After 'all

gues8 that -,the

+- Cs would not have. worked.

It will take ).1 somQ time to ieaim to a savor fth s kifid
,of que.stion, let us be in -oby setting acquainted with ,,..,:

t-dr'iltiblogy which w e shalfrned. can thinly of thepolyrig ni Q-1
, -

V2s 12

also in than 47

.2.-e.that it consists of three terms: "a is



rnivar th_ polyp6mial; -Such a Polli--Qmla).is called c

bet4use _it involVes e quadratic terra_ ,Ja* consider-7'

thy{ polynomial

he= quadratic term, thel ]inea

e torldtant=term, In the linear te is'.-the

.All?.p_ini'the_qUadratic t9rm, is he - coefficient,of x

What are the cdefficients of the linear and 'quadratic
2 12?.

-By usin

Uke he factored

several times, can

and write

4- 3s--

s

1

'How' aid. the qua c term "s2' arise?.- As 1i--6iiroduat of and
. .

s. Hoy did the e# stant ter -12" arise? As the prodUc.t of.

How did the iliriea ,'term ":s'" arise? As the sum of
.'

predict . _the ttibute_

u say w

Our

fredic
-use

end factor

y 64(y-.± 8)?

'corm,"

oche pi.odut (x, b will -yield?

eal. iriterOt .now is tto prpeeed in the other
dt -r railer- h-a-nttrform--proau-cts-;-----7L

-

have, learned 'about the formation of co4fficients,



We 'taint to -te' this ,in 'the o
*

'where a and bi- i. _

.-are numbers What properties will a _ and b h- e to have? The r.
0-=,...

produptg-- ab__..must equal 6 -wnife- -_. 3 3 must equal

2 ,-+V(2. ea-ns eve want tWo_fa: 'the number
.

y2 hasmany ctors-,:and'-we woula

ith'out having to try them all.

-2 wnosq sum is 22;

prefer: to solve our

Can you think of any properties of factors- p ydU'out?,

Doesn't this,specIfic problem sound vaguely amiliar? We_.

answered this precise,question in cAapt,r 8;1' in the course

- of our st #-of prime -factorization of integers----Go back-and

s-IL,look-at ,the discussion again.. We -found that 72 2
-and-_

that in the-two factors. of which vie .were seeking, the--0

21s had to be split, two in one. factor and one.. in the othpr,

'wh'ile the 3fsinad to be,together. The factors we fOund br. , .

thiS argumenerd- 181and 4. If we apply this in our

present situation this tells s immediatel

_

14y 4 In this pr lam, we requii

2
x 2ax + 72

whose pr duc and rho sum is

that

numbers

Can two



numbers _ha.ve_,the, sun !1i? -' :Can ,one pOsitive-and pne.negative.'

mber have-the-pbaitIve-igmoduct 45? -Hbwever twOM6gative_

'numbers have posiWe.product, and%so'we shall b` able t.o-
,.,

_write - = g.4y'+45 in the form y + pMy 4- q) -if 1
.

44
_--

i

,two negative numbers p' and q whose product is 4,'ana

whose sum is =14. -This meansthat the opposites of fp and
. _

_:11n1:14,---and-have-a-prOduotequal,:t0745- {shy

Can we now find these oppo.sites of 'and

T_e. ptime_ factorization of '45 5, 14 is not divisi_
.

--nce;'we-aannot-s li t the-

q _ before?

the factor's are either

1y, 9 :and 5 are the vequired_numbers. Thus and

__14. are 5 and 9- respectively. Then

9, and. 5; 45 and clear

a0x + 12. We 'need two factors whose product is 12

and-whose sum-

ins-two 228 'and one the two 2fs- pave to be ,u31it.

2, whose

10: The\prime factorfiation-of- '12

Why? Thus the only po ibilities are 6-.and

sum is 8, not 10,. Hense x2'# 10x + 12 a polynomial

over the integers whioh, cannot be factored, into two polyno-
.

fn ale over the interrs. ._ .

9a 36. %ince again, we wish to write this in the

form (a 4- 111)(a 1 11). What do we know about 411 and. n?

What will be the-sum of--m--and--n-7---The-prochfct_of.and___-

n?- -Do-Srou---see----that -one- will=be_positive_and_ione_:w.111 he

negative-? Which these will have the larger absolute

value?



Now how do- we state the relevant problem about factors

of 36?-, Let u6 _cemsider_ Iml and Ink Their product ,must

be36i what does FM

-f n on

say about-1 1 and

ciditiOn .one ponti-V-e-7151Ye---7-"'

, _ negative number. In terms of--; mml and Ink- our prablem

is Find two number S whose produCt is 36_ and wito&e

-- --- erencdide is :. .Whit_is the primefa torlzatign of--- _

.

+.11w

Are the two

split?s that

alid [In I ?

. 2a 36?..

now

21s going to be together, or will they be

about the two 3 ts? ThereS'o're,- what are -1m

6. x2 + 6sy 55y

7. + 48st ,÷ -2

,8.
.4 - .2 -

_y 191- 48 -

9. n2 :12(1, :4, 5), +,..11

-10.. 10u-. u-2- 24,

R- 7

-

a - 1

l -22ab a 16aby3

90n +-42m2 3m n

finally, the factorization of

- 15. 12 7a2 -14.

1:6. x2 - .10(x 4- 3)

2
1 30 + x 13x

-

10y 6xy

+1 3

2a 12a?by + 29,



call you factor

over POI-§htiffials

+ 95x -5400. f-you -really under:

stand' factors of numbers; you should 1-6 able to do this one

ithout_ toomuCh.:labor. _

=

Truth Sets of z;ca- nomial equations. ,Wh'en an

__equation man_e= pub in a form in which its left side is a poly-,
_

-1?omial and the jps. is ,O, we call it'a p2lYnomiaI,

eollatroh. The fi4uthset of a polynomialegdation' in One

variable can sometimes` be found -if we can factor the, poly vial.

ExaM Find the truth set
.

x x 2 6 Our first

factor:, the.... polYnomial, cif Po

new fOrm_ of the equa

A -21.2)():c 3)

The left-.side of the equation is 'now the prodilc- R twO. nu

What can- we. say in, 'about -two numbers . a and b if

men wE get the

atr -. 0? (Go back td' Theorem 7-6 'for the 'answer if you have

forgotten. ) Thus. ,the-
' 4

.

of the sentence x 4- 2)(x

.

0" is the dine the ctruth t= of the ompOund

x.+ 2 . 0; Qr x - 3 0
b ,

Why was it so .1mpb tacit to write the, original equation with 0

-enten0e

on the right side? Could we apply Theorem 7 -6 if the equation

had 1 'on the right side?) Nosy we can rea, irectly the truth



9

e .th'is:;-:-copip.OUricf s it Once a
. ....hat :th0 numbs MUs -,ma..=

trUe,iliedalise they. .make .- compound. sent(

-of--thes6..numbers. in the .original

iction: It customary d say' the 4equz

atiol

solutioris and

le 2-. _Find the truth set
This is .also. a polYnomkal, eqtation' becau:

the' fOrmj

which_the_lef_t_Lside_is_a_polynomial_ax

obtain, this form? Again, fac1

2x(x - 18). O._

This equation has the same truth set as I

2x 18 .,
%

he truth set (Q,And this sentence tias
and 18 are solutions of the originaloec

Pause to reflect: Were you tempted

bf. = 36k by 2x to obtain x 18?

Thunci the solution 18, Out what happened

,careful: L Until we -tudy this more cai
. do not multiply or divide the idesp_ ato

---expresston-involving-the variable.-

Example Find the truth set of
bx
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It is easy to See ,that tAleL-d )

whse. sum is -4; heuee,

Th1* doeb not mean L1 C 11 CC kckAlL

necesbarliy empLy; IC

1. Find L CL

(1) A
L1

(b) 3.(4 141,

) lb t

IAA t

(I,

tAl

t

'1,4

A

11

4

L L c_L

1

1 1L; 'Att.-4 I

ea.k LICA At

1 A 1

Et
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341

The length of a rectangle

width. Its area Is b4 -

The square ,Jf a

number WhcIL

The ieugLn

Lhd"

Tha

,8

au Q. L,1.

of L I #1

le 1

az In"Ito

I 1. C# I .J

maze Lhdn

9 = 4

eInd Itb
L _Lpiqk L e

1 , 4

th

1 A I I,



9- 4

Now to
positive number do'you

2
t kt 4?

.pa,tt_ern?

suefi that

L

LIZ IL yOl

th4L k Anwtncr

*flowicdge icALka.uo, .

prGdu«b ei,p401 L5,

az UL,11,

0,4J. i,A,..10111111

Exercl4e0

1.1.11u L !S

Cr

A I.

IdL 4.1

342

ng ii121 A

a a

Ls

A, alt v,z;

1 t,



to & 4

10x

343

1

.11

P

as ,21
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,d
- 5 Pifferenee quares.. Can you factor

the coefficient- pf the''iinear ierm here? -16 It large

the polynomial is facturau_08a.?

0

ou find two nu _ber6 tAlooc_

What'dOe it le

If we w1oh wi-11e\ (ply-

e Lhe epr diti on. p and q.

.0

d s

Ohech

he factoriZaAon you hay. oLtal mhitiplyin the fetors

What happened to the 11hea,

E' excises 9 -

Fact

Factor

Fa,;tur
"`)

ul. k

lea,;1,L,r 1-fy

, Fa,A,ur

j)urLICulavl

SueL a . A ,L

th-

think aL,,,L,

Certaiply you kh,,,

hence, it 1 6 ti1Lhu

LA

fi L Ina



. 9 - 3.4 66

--

Bu p now ou are,unhapp becaus'e

int ers, whereas theAwo fctor e liv fOU1

. ..'

mials over integers. (Wry iluL:) Up to ilVvi J___

1

nsisted that we wante4(Lu, vac Lol i,lyroum1d18 o v ti.'

er the

into factors'which were Ln

chaugIng ouor. ijilild

ovec at st

II
6ed , CaVe1,41

L'I pOiyli 1111

It win turn out later iu Ln" UI

I

Avt

,,cp.1,ALALly

ill

p..)141,.,11,11a10 LIA.111

we ha not L.,en aultu t, 31/4/er LILL;

integer uctil, Li r 1

numuers.

eux,,,A4L,

64,..,a,LaJ I

Lu,

. L

1

I

,

a 1 I A4.1 ci 1 CV I LAC

thib ab

a' t",

1.1

11 .1 I I, 1



.01?
4- 6a b

-th) - 2a10

2

) '.27x2Y'2

k-) icy

a

C= 1.

Call you t el

y 04.1 6,1

.1111;t.,

1 ) 1



E. (Optiona- ) What Is
.

we have the sum and

-beos (2)2rme

t-

nalize t&e d.nominauor

b' .t.1-le ittk 1 .1

X0.1,, 1 (.2

)

61nce

thQ, oumv tue humU5 rs, this

L1116
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349

(c) (ax b)(cx d) .

F

1401.1 did the quadratic term in the distrIbut..c.ki for each of
these products arise? '1-10W did the conot,ant, term arise? What

/ idid you do to get the coefficient 1 x LI the linear term ill
0`.Eitample:' ( a ) ? . Or of y An Example ( u ) L1 rod ow lug

t-

'diagram L I I .3 A.,. 1..33 3A1111

The coeffl...lci,L

Let A1 1,4 L. L.

L A.

LU

A

Ui k 1, . A.

Li Al 1

p .1 LII Lt 17

Grt

k t
.335..33s

A. L

'A

A& .-i I I Ati LA I .

I .
A

A
A

We uot..,d L

ad ak.,1

- 6 A'

ChapLer d wore not I 11iLA I AIVC All) apiu_

t



proper factors.

Ex 2. Factor

There are

and 24'. Simply trying all

350

eLi

ExaMple could be LI b,

and thew

that

Recall

We wan t.

productb

1.11A1..1.

ail 411 1.

AA L kJ A:

114 VC; rt t

The i y1. 1141(.1

thc euLlo

14 thL

Novi ol1

60 that.

.,.[1,A 0

L6,1cLoi: 6

as we did In

fa2.tolz.,0,1

.111.A

d

,1
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then Q6 have:

The large

S 1 lie c

354.

3)(34

of ad aria c

ya

36

La.

a fdL:t,,,i-

heLbLa,. 1_,hc

B& e
2

(IC 14

pl'oduc

W -

1

2
e

Ill

a31

I

(ThuoiLcal Z-s5

eLI



wherefore,.

6x2,4- 143x - 24

The fact that l43 ±b au

suggest trying the

done,

If th

would the argument nave _co
_

25K- - 1,5

®© j

Fci L

0 Ili L1,. 1/0 ,ynk

,CU ,na 6& may

A

I

cu. 11,z,,c, -f. ctor

i. /

LI. Lite

19-,

110-eitent



tor:
(a) 6x2

2(b') 6X

(d)

...;c1A1

1

6x

6x

.A

- 11X

bOY. i- 150

61x t I

k,-

IA,

Fut:, uoi.:

353

ci)
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Do- you recognize

perfect square?)

as a.

4.

-4
2 2

24r (t

- 17(c_
2

6d + 1) -44.(c1 + 16)

10.. x4 + 4 (Hint: x 4:4 (x4 4. 4x. Why

- __9,____7__Ratibnaeexpressions. Let us recall some

meanT4ge-Of-words-In-mathehatkca-.--An-inte er-ts either4

-counting number of arithmetic, 0', or the opposite of a count4

in -Of integers is olOsectunder

:traction and multiplication, but not,under,dtviesion.: What is

polynomial? Sometimes it is called An intevSl expression

Can* you sues; -why?

A rational number is the quotient of
a

6 integers TT

b g 0. We.:learned that the set of rational .numbers. is

cloied under addition, subtraction, multiplication, and diviqtom

except-by--0-.---Does *th -auggest_what_we_shall_meanby a

rational expression?

Thus, by.e rational expression in one

variable we mean an expression obtained

by performing only the four operatiOns
o0

on real numbers, some. of. llich may be



-355

r6pregented-by-the variable.

are rational expressions in one variable x. :Some of these

hich_onea are uatientof_polYnomials_ integral_expression_ _

just as rational numbers are q _otiehts of integers

these ih-lch ones? arepolynomials

Some of

integral expressions

just as Bomb rations numbers are integers. _Why_is

no-arational epressiOn?.

Now we are ready to perform operat_ons on rdtional

expressions. Remember that fir each value of the variable, .a

rational expression is a realr number if it is defined This

means 41164t the same prape lea hold for rational expressions

,for.realr_numbers.

It has- already

and d

a ac
15 7 3 7 70.7

been shown that- real numbers

ac
(2)

C

a + c

(Is this true for c 0?)

Otate eaeh.of these properties in your own words. Why.can'tHET67-7

----be apart i8hN1 expre

P4a.ce On the rational expre
.

pns?- That restf7ictions must be

ores? (What can be paid



Again there is -the queStion of what-shall--

be the simpleSt.form_of the result ighe we_operate on rational

-e2m_re_a_usa the: case of_ilational_nu-bers_ wewari

141 whl_ohTthereare.no-polynomial integral factors the same fn

numerator and denominator.

ample±-t

2
a --2ab b

x. :a- b-

alt ply these-rationaLexpreSsions-we factar=every-polynomial

and apply the property- (1) multilication.of fractiong:

_.2ab b a

a

by associativeand
commutative propertie-

Thi_ simplification of the produc

was done-in avery forma manner.

:14the.0t
prOpertY of 1.

of two rational expre- ions

We must remembeij that the

last .step meaningless. if a = or a- . or x O.

(Why?) Hence, if b,



sample -2,

===_.

Factoring and appl ing-the property of multiplication

ut we need net stop ere. We should. recognize that :1 x

and x - 1 are opposites

Thus we have, shown that if

After Pre- factor each -polynomial in this quotient r tw_

expressions, notice that the multiplication property o

e1iminate denothinators immedihtely, just as for quotign_.

will

rational numbers.
. . .



:Exercises

--Per,,form the indicated operatiOns and simplify not:

o:the-n- values-of'the'va

x y
1 -

lables1-7

3x



X-74- 1

7--Consteer-the-set-ol-allvalues of-ret t c nal-expres-

real values of,the-variables. Do you think this set is

closed under each of the four operations of arithmetic?

23.



=problem at,-

nuifier6:was

.Addition _ofrational expressions. The

nding the!east common denominator of Dwo rational
,

solVed in Chapter 8. We found 'We prime-Meter=

_epr en on- o, e t ---th the

common' denominator.- (L .D. -by collecting-the-mnallest_-se- of

fatted's from.thedenominators in such a way that:each-

.denc mine or-Nas-a4actorr,

way we form the L.C.D. of rational expressions as a set of.polyno

mial factors'or the denominat6rs Then i is are easy Step to
, 1

..taAldi-ti.on_of_the:rational = expressions. When in doubt, a* your-

--self, -"How did I do with rational numbers?"

The factored forms of the denominators-are:

choosing each fact

either :denominata_

he grea. te.st number of becurst,in

b5c4. Then, by the

multiplication property of 1, we may, supply the missing .fattors

by writing:

7

'2 b

5
4

7

14b c
--,;:7-2 -)- " i,
.-3 a-o----c

2
14b3c + 1._,

1, 1
728.--b-`c

r--a

b!'c

Ihy



Eicraein all -the steps and the restrictions on the. value of

der °see -g-
Perform the foiioi ing operations, simplify, and keep a record of



b
rational_expressions____Can_you

a

a - 0a 25
t

1

24. Compare the properties of i'lationaI

numbers end the propertle of

make any :general comparison?



2eourSe
-

simplifying rational %expres_sions you come-upon thissimplifying

x
8x - 10

You would probably try to factor 'the polynomial- in the numerator,

hb-pingtO-triakeUSe-,=-0f,:the-mUltiPiitation property 1-- to"

simplify the expression. ,YoU would very -likely= find this-,polyno-

mial difficult to factor, however, and then you might wonder :.

Can- this -expression be- simplified- at -a1-1 and- if- -how?-

Reading the' ekpress-fon itaelf gives a: slue.:
_

2-+ x - 10 divided

This Sugge t that a. process of division for polynomia

__helpf.ul _in mplif.ying._ tile example_
r

'YOU may be -surprised to find that our old -friend!' the:

distributi_
expressions.

numbers.

First let us 'call some ideas abbut dl-Vision 'cif real-

W
1 26

- e defined - tc7 be 126! 1 , and:we .proved a
. 3

theorem
ito, the effect s that numberz which multiplied

by 3 will give 126.

We a1so may,:cgrite

126 2

HoW can we apply these ideas

3x



oVre,1,4{

3641

e _need =to=_.ask_ -for All' express-10n= which, -multiplied =by-
,

s s

,ontained' 3x -
-

_which; ._multiplied ,by

ain the
must multiply

equation _°

t- as f0 is a _number,
.

is contained in 126. Clearly, to
ontained in x- 3x _ 3

Notice that thi

- 5 by .
. .

CorrelpOnding

126:: + -3;

X -lehe

is what you are saying when you, tale. the first

step_ in the "short division" example:
7 vre "-heAre the- 'equation

:et d need to -d.o to-complete-thIs equation-. may?

2 3 2
Since .(x - 5) x x - 5x , the subtraction

meceSeary-ti5 CoftipleteTthi

38x

Vie might stop hrre,

- 5 -x

except that we suspec

is contained_in_ox_ - 10.

to our arithmetic example for a moment again, we see

- 10.
that some

ettrnin ,
th.a.t, 3 - is

,also contained in the last digit of .the dividend, so that ou
142

short diviSion' roblera.sb:daomes:

in the last pai-t6 of our
e find a multiple of

Just as tiere
araiiiiirn:ETTTFEM1

x 5 in. our polynomi;a1 ;problem. Now w 6

need an expression 'which, mur,tiblied by x gill be



entwined =iii,

(x 5) by Now

and' we complete the equation by subtractin 8x - . Qx from

8x :38x - 10:

se -,

(4)_2 _- 8x2 38x - 0 ..- _51_8x ___ ____ .________10

we substitute .into..equatiOn .(2), we. obtain'

before

which. contained

-at--about-'itiplgmu An x---5 T1 y --and-continuing-as--------

Alain the following steps;

5)2 =

1Q - 5_

2 = - 5 x - 5)8x '4- x -
If you -vvill now examine the right _side of equation (13):

you will see ,that the expression can be gitiblified by, the distrib-

Comp11:40.11 with the 'equation 126 3.42 leads us to conclude-

that sliiriding
F_-

5

3x-2 3tax - 10 by x 5 gives the quotient



=you were taught to -"check" l'OnE:1104:i.on_ examples in arithmetla

HoW wbuld-- you "check" this :example,.

8x,- 10? rsx BiC-E

- 38X -,10?

is N._ 5 a factor _of
,fActor of

_.. write 'tie exarriple
A..

o.r _ which sho the.

use-:-Of the 'multiplication. pro-' etty:ai

hat pOlynOmial division may -SometiMeS ,be a id

IXASTI-1011441.. diviioi aboVV-ca e

often than no of ynormal- s,

-just as a division in ari imctic, dpeS,, not out evenm;. that

may exp-

the

excep

lent and :remainder in arith.met we

e thi'dg with the idivision, of .p.olyn

below you, ould be able to-explain all stepss
h

la t; after srp.4.1 have gippe}hover the example and are

t you Under tang the steps, Ve will explain
the last

. =amp



2

tep

c for a moment .

we -find 'by the long' div

ay that the
index of 17- ample in t

1 .1

suason-,---wouldr=ppart---as'

7.3 + 17,
17.27-3 + 2Z-71

27(3 + 17)

In our 'polynomial examPle, now, die ma

ier t a r roin the next tb the 4a.
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2 3 +, 9x - 1 = _ 2) (2x 4_ ÷ bx -

X e
$

()

JUst.as-in arit

_fraction whose

(3 # A-e ) (- ,(Why?)

10 61tA.,

One ftArthel. polw tAL.wkAL 1,11

1- thc

(Wt,y)

Lit

15 lmporta

arithmetic we were aluay 1 1,11 aviy out mar division until

the remainder Wad load 1.11u,1 Likc; div1J,)1 WIld1A aiVlaing polyno-

mials we shall L:0111,11114,, Lilo pr coLl uiiLl 1 Lht otgrec 1f the

re alnder 1 Lh014 thc,

polynomAal l 4, k,1 .4. Mc-

4able in LIAc .) k," cAamplc, uhell wv

1,11 1Vld
t,

by dcgrce of a

1,:nt or Lhc

in a eumpaeL

1- A

CJA

TIAL.

seL,,,,,4 a 6L,. . ,

firot at rtc.

t_

1 CA

bcfleaLAA LiAo
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Exercises 9

Do the following divisions of polyndibials, writin your work in

the compact form shown above. Be "sure that the degree of the

remainder is lee's than the degree of thg divisor. For problem

1, write the work also in the detailed roPm shown in the example,

9 9

,explainirig each step yU111..,1 Je?cd iu puirrt Out

even time you u es the alot,11L,Livu .ty

2
- 4x
x,-

4x
2

- 4x - 15

3 2
8*

x

2
4 t

x -

12.
3 -

2

Jri

-111 thy..
n.

may loo
the ratioLAal
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9 - 10. Review Exercises

In problems 1 through 3, Uhe 61veti

expressions..

1. 207

2

y

In problems 4 tnrouts.,

the resulting expre

1

2 (2

(

6. \/5-c+ 1

In problems 7 throu81) I% kJ,

over the 1 te

7.

10

11,

12.

14

y

1 p

pplyno 1a1 x
2

kx t. :.1k
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.17. For what positive integral values of k is the

polynomial x
2
+. 6x + k fatorable over the integers?

In problems l8 through 21, oimplify the 61veh

. 18. Determine the value

19.

20

21.E

2.

perfect square.

2 6
y

20a b_

30(ab

3 # 13

23db tor-

a= db

In ob t- A ,

and; chec;it,

2IL.

j
A

X

JA

jX f

X

x + 1

glvert .cheeico

9 - 10

k se LhaL k is a



27.

2

29.

32.

10

3 1

14x 10_

243

33. H 12 -

34. lx12 +

20

9

problems --throt.4611

equation or ncqou

truth act. or Li,c c. A(1

61.41.) 1 ,1

in

372

I I. L.1 y I. 1r

, I 1

111

CI in ood 06: L.equieca

inu eoG other no long

vit..4.1,1 t.

3b. A culwy

1.00 @c» p ud

puL.A1.0.)
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37. , A luu gallon container is testea and round to contain

salt. How much of the 100 gallons 'should be withdrawn and

replaced by pure water to make a 1 olu on?

a

10

A jet travels 10 es, as fast as a passenger train. In

one hour the jet will travel 120 miles further than the

passenger tram wiAl gL, U 0 hu,ir.s What, is the rate

the jet? The traiwe

Two trains 160 miles L,,,,aras each other. One,

is traveling ;

of each if they me

40. A man makes a tlip

c-AAJ L11e ..Lip.... What 1 the rate

11,,,A41-0

-n veage speed of JO

miles per ho ulid L. e, III Id 3 4 a, .A i opec 20 miles

per hour. WhaL lea.. hio c,w_i_ ,1, ea fo. L11 cr1Lire trip?

41, Gene .illi 1118 pc_ule, 4o. Ll Illa I I ,,,u14e a LA ip miles

LII,,, ._: LaA rq- _ at all

average rate i q ,,lial, ,," average

GILA CAVAA_Ak'kkE, 1

La UAL. k;Al., 1 k

42 The num _r c

27

182

4 Find

-One automobile

less t11an a secuhd

the first.

ale

1lj
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Fifid the Tate of the two automobi le

A rug wifth area of 2 square yards i placed in a room

14 feet by 20 feet leaving a ti, aruund the rug.

Hoy/ wide is the -trip around the Lug? 11 sketched diagram of

the .rug upon the flobr may help you repl-sent algebraically

the-length and oidth of the ,c1A6,

47. One leg of a right ,-Ie Lc c L mure wire the

-smaller leg. lihe hy L,J-clik10 10

_lengths of the 4e6s?

48. -Tell-tihich of 2 ...1e0

(Optional.) if

d-iv d-by _

the ,ccm,11.1d,,

IS Lrue,

(OptiOhal) fill

7-5

feet. What are the

r .6111,.:11

U is

i-s

oald _

,4 11.1 Lhey

1 e 4 1 1 I . 11 1 4I






